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Quench·· aged low carbon iron s pecirri.c-ns, containing various 

distributions of carbide particles \Vere fatigu cd in tension- cornpres s icm 

under lo\v an1plitude strain control. 
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the developn1.ent of dislocation substructures were rr1ade using tran:=nnis~>ion 

electron n.1.icroscopy of thin foils. These observations \Vere correlated with 

the cyclic rnechanical response of the n1ateria1" and with the response of 

inaterial containing a fatigue saturation su•.)structur e to subsequent tensile 

overstrairi. 

A rationale for the development of cyclic softening in the rnaterial 

is proposed, based on the require1nents of continuity in plastically inhomogen

eous inaterials. A source inodel for the observed instability of the cyclic 

substructure in tensile over strain is described. 
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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

The phcnon1enon of fatigue of rnetals exerts costly effects tlnougbout 

teclmolo 'NhiJ e recent investigationr3 of the detailed clevclopn1ent of 

dis location substructures during cyclic deforrr1ation of single plns c in2tcrials 

have established rnany of the funda1nental characteristics of the fati guecl state, 

the investigation of structural rnaterials, which arc Jar gcly DTLtlti-phas e 

alloys, is still heavily \veightcd towards the acquisition of fatigue failure 

data,, with little c;ttention being paid to the sub-structural changes. 

There exists a need, therefore, for experi1r1ental observations in 

syste1ns repr es entative o:f us c1nJ n1ater1aJ.s. ln pari::icuiar, im'.Dnna~ion ac)oUL 

two-phase, precipitation-hardened systerns is highly desiralJle, for in<1ny 

steels and co1n1-:r1ercial alloys arc used in this forrn. 

A substantial nun:ibcr of experirncnts with E>irnple systen1s, usually 

single crystals of pure meta] s, have detcrrnin ed the dis location suh- structures 

as sociatcd \Vith the weJl-r ccognis ed phenmnena of cyclic hardening, cyclic 

softening and saturation, observed when one of the testing variables is held 

constant. A similar depth of understanding of the substructural developrnent 

in two-phase 1naterials has not been achieved. 

The present investigation therefor c attempts to analyse the cyclic 

stress resp011s c of polycrystalline lo\v-carbon iron, quenched and aged to 

give various carbide precipitate particle sizes and spacings, during controlled 

low strain an1plitude fatigue, in tension-· compres sj on. Sul)structural changes 

were n1onitored by transrn.is sion electron m.icros copy and ancilliary techniques. 

The cxperin1ents were designed to exarnine the influence of the second phase 

particle on the dislocation accu1nulaticm, and to delineate the stahility of hoth 
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the particle distribut:ion and the dislocaticn ~;u1)structurc, during cyclic 

deforination and subsequent tensile strain. T'hc stai)ility of structures 

produced Ly low-tcrnpcratu re, thcrrnal-rnccb.anical tr catrr1cnts was also 

exan1ined. 

The resuJts will be interpreted in tc:rrns of sorne of the current 

rationales for deforn1ation in plastically inhor:nogcneous 111.atcrja]s. It is 

of particular irnportance to understand in s-;_1ch n1atcrials hov; inicroscopic 

inhon1ogcnictics rnay influence tbe nucleation and pro1x1gat:i.on of rnacroscopic 

instability, for this understanding is essential to the ultirnate relation of 

n1acros copic data for crack propagation to the observed structure and 

rn.echanical properties of the rn.aterial, in a predictive and useful Tnanncr. 

http:pro1x1gat:i.on


CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITEH.ATUH.E 

2. 1 Introduction 

M.etallic rn.atcrials in engineering applications subject to fatigue 

defonnat:ion are usu;:dly selected on the basis of the S-N diagran1. The 

fatigue lin-1it: Ultirn.ate tensile strength ratio is consequently the rnost 

widely used criterion in assessing the fatigue resistance of a rnaterial in 

a generalized design context. Neither of the quantities in this criterion 

has a via!::ile theoretical basis; this is particularly apparent in rnoder:o. 

engineering materials, the developnJ.ent of which has been based on two 

strengthening 1necbanisnJ.s, the fir st by dis location substructure, the P econd 

from precipitation hardening. It is clearly very i1nportant, therefore, to 

understand not only how such materials are strong in unidirectional defor

mation, but also ho\v they perforr:n under reversed strcs s es. 

Two phas c materials rnay be broadly categorized, according to 

Kelly and Nichols on (1963) into those contai11ing rigid non- defonnable 

particles that contribute to the work-hardening capacity of the rnaterial by 

the generation of dislocations to satisfy continuity requirenJ.e11ts as described 

by Ashby (1970) and those possessing obstacles which arc sheared by glide 

deformation, abs orbing energy of deformation in the process. The first 

property of a two-phase material to be considered in fatigue, therefore, 

is the stability of the second phase, under cyclic strain. 

The second property of interest is the stability of the dislocation 

substructure developed under cyclic strain, or modified by cyclic strain, 

in the case of cold-worked inaterials, or rnaterials with a pre-exishng 

suhstructu;:·c frorn a phase transforn1ation. In a tensile test the Consi<lere 
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construction (which defines the plastic strain beyond which the: residual 

work-hardening capacity of the solid is unable to rcstri ct the dc,vcloprncnt 

of plastic dcforrnation caused by the increasing stress <>cting as the 

load-bearing area decreases i. c. as the rnatcrial necks clo-vvn) gives llS the 

onset of plastic instability. In cyclic dcforE1ation, we obs crvc the phenomena 

of cyclic hard{'Ding, cyclic so£teni11g and saturation. At saturation, the 

n1aterial is subject to continued plastic strain, at the s~!nl.c stress level; 

in soften:ing, the deformation is absorbed at decreasing applied stress levels; 

this is substructural instability as defined by Forsyth and Stubbington (1960). 

The purpose of this literature review will thus be to deten11.ine 

what inforrnation is available about substructural stability in fatigue, with 

emphasis on the cyclic response of b. c. c. inaterials, in particular iron 

-iron carbide alloys which are representative of the cornmercially significant 

iron-hase n1at<~rials, and constitute the si111plest sy:c;tern c:<i.nahlP of yit':1d111z 

fundan1.ental inforn1ation. 

The rnost detailed substructural inforrnation describing the spread 

of plasticity during fatigue conies from numerous investigations of the 

response of £. c. c. rather than b. c. c. materials, sin1-ply because in an 

£. c. c. material it is possible to predict the type of slip systern which will 

exhibit reversed flow, whereas ab. c. c. material offers a nl.ultiple choice. 

Furtherrrwre, £. c. c. materials are available in higher purities than h. c. c. 

materials, and the two solute effect conl.plications observable in b. c. c., 

strain ageing, and the precipitation of both m.etastable and stable carbides 

can be avoided by using pure f. c. c. metals. In the next section we shall 

examine detailed£. c. c. observations, and show their relevance to the b. c. c. 

case. VV e shall then evaluate such data as is available in the iron- carbon 

systenl., particularly for quench-aged materiah>, and in other b. c. c. 

materials. 

An experinl.ental program.me of investigation into the problern.s 
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of stabi1:ity 1n two-phai> e iron-carbon alloys rnay tben be constructed. 

') lnvestic2:tions in£. c. c, J\1ate.rials2 • £_, 
--·---~,------------ 

2. 2. 1 Definition of slip behaviour 

That general similarities exist betvveen the fatigue response of 

the pure b. c. c. and£. c. c. rr1ctals has been dernonstrated by the; investigations 

of Feltner and Laird (J967a, 1967b, 1968). They define the response in 

terms of the cyclic stress -strain curve, derived fron:i hysteresis loop data 

either by incren1ental stress increases perforrned on one specirnen, or by 

the use of a series of specin1elis. It is found that rnaterials exhibiting wavy 

slip, a definition based loosely on the ease of cross-slip, and hence applicable 

curves, which are independent of the prior history of the material. This is 

a useful engineering definition, enabling us to differentiate between copper 

or iron and lower cd stacking fault alloys SL:.ch as Cu-7. 5% Al which slips 

on planar systems without cross-slipping, a.nd does not respond uniquely 

to cyclic stresses. 

The general characteristics of the fatigue process depend strongly 

on the an1plitude of cyclic deforrnation per cycle, and whether the stress 

or strain is applied as the controlled paranl.eter. In order to follo\v in 

detail the substructural developrnent in a system it is essential to control 

the deforrnation put into the specimen per cycle by controlling the plastic 

strain amplitude rather than allow the speci1nen to respond in an uncontrolled 

manner to an imposed stress amplitude. Further
1
fairly low plastic strain 

amplitudes must be employed to slow the process sufficiently for its 

development to be monitored; in this review basically only low or low to 
4 

medium arnplitude investigations (giving lives > 10 cycles} will be considered. 
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Controlled ~>tr es c: a1nplitudc investiga t:i.ons are exa1nined where appropriate. 

2. 2. 2 

Feltner and Laird (1967 a, b) tested copper and Cu-'/. 5% Al 

specin:1ens in tension-con1prcssion at different tc1nperaturc!:' and after different 

annealing and cold-working pre-treatrnents. The transient deforn12tion 

bchGJ.viour produces syrnrn_etrical hysteresis rapidly \vith wavy slip, but for 

a planar mode, especially at low terr1peraturcs, this behaviour is retarded. 

In general deforn-ied san1ples softened, whilst annealed sarnples hardened 

to a saturation stress uniquely defined for a given appliqd strain arr1plitude, 

but only for wavy slip. The rnode of slip did not appear to influence the rate 

of hardening in polycrystals of con-iparable grain size. The con-ipa ri1:; on~.:of 

rates of softening mode were suspect in that such con-iparisons rr1ust be inade 

for con-i1)arable changes in the flow stress i.e. the initial structures should 

be si1nilar, and the structures at the point of measurement shoulcl be si1nilar. 

Apart from the irreproducibility of polycrystalline data, the inc;asurement 

of softening rates at sin1ilar cmnulativc plastic strains is not rr1eaningful in 

terrns of substructural n-iodification. The history dependence of fatigue may 

extend therefore only to the saturation state produced in planar slip materials. 

Reinforcing evidence for this view is that in copper, the tcrnperature 

dependence of the cyclic flow stress: n-ionot cnic flow stress ratio is greater 

than in Cu-7 ..5% Al, as expected if cross--slip is the important process, 

but the saturation stress in copper can be characterized by a cyclic 1nechanical 

equation of state. A similar conclusion can be drawn for iron. Frorn this 

evidence, by considering the change in the elastic inodulus with temperature, 

the san-ie saturation flow stress - cell size relationship can be established 

as 295°K as at 78°K in polycrystalline copper, according to Pratt (1967). 

The dis location cell structure which was obs ervcd by transmission electron 

microscopy ( TEM) at saturation was of a scale determined only by the 

applied strain an-iplitude, according to both Feltner and Laird, and Pratt. 
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The forrner ;:;;.utbors furtbcr found th~:ct sonie cell walls at saturation consisted 

of three sets of parallel screw dis locations, cornposing a twist -;v;:dJ, 

sirnilar to single crystal observations aJter lo\v te1nperzcturc annealing of 

fatigued copper, made by Laufer and Roberts (1966). In addition m.orc 

con:1plex dislocation boundaries, plus very si1np1e tilt boundariee., which 

could consist of edge dipoles or ni.ultipoles, were found. 

Clearly it is very difficult to determine whether the cell wall 

structure after hardening or softening is si1nilar and unique. The sin1ilarity 

in strain rate sensitivity at saturation of both annealed and cold-worked 

speci1ne11s, and the si1nilarity of the flow stress-tc1nperature sensitivity 

after fatigue of specini.ens \vith different histories recorded in copper by 

Keni.sley (1958) do reinforce the idea that the \Vavy slip structure is truly 

unique• 

The influence of history on the hardening or softening process is 

not clear, however. This is a detailed problem to be exarnined in the next 

section. 

2. 2. 3 Details of the cyclic structure 

Most observations have been made in single crystals of copper, cycled 

under controlled low amplitude strain. Behaviour is rnost conveniently 

categorized into that of hardening, softening and saturation. 

2. 2. 3.1 Hardening 

The process of cyclic hardening has been more thoroughly exa1nined 

than the corresponding mechanism of softening. The observations of 

Shinozaki and Em.bury (1969) on crystals of an orientation such that the pri1nary 

and coplanar systems were alni.ost equally stressed, were that slip on each 

systcrn operated rapidly to forni. long dipoles, and then localised dipole 
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tangles associated with forest dislocatiom1. Lon1cr- Cottrell lod:..c; are 

o1Jserved to fo:rrn, and eventually secondary sy~d:crn.s are activated according-

to the stress-relief theory of Hirr:;ch and Mitchell (1967). At tbe lo\v strain 

a1nplitude ernployed a cell structure pe1~ \VDS not corx1plctul. Analogous 

observatjons have bec!n made by Hancock and Grosskreutz (1967); they 

determined that at higher a1nplitudes the density of braids of dipoles 

increas cd, along with the dipole density, whilst the length of the constituent 

dipoles increased and the Frank (faulted) dipole density decreas eel (due to 

their sessile nature, which results firstly in hardening, but ultirr1atcly in 

shearing hy secondary dislocations) as the fatigue process continued. 

'I'he early stages 0£ fatigue, prior to the full localization of strain, 

have been investigated by Basinski, Basinski and Ho\vie (1969), 
0 

who did 

not observe intense surface slip lines unle[; s the specirnen was overstrained 

beyond the cyclic lirnits irn.pos ed, even when using high resolution Noni.arski 

. - , . ... ,
mi::er1erence con-i:ra:::n. \.....leu(..J.'.J..UCU 

by Watt, E1nbury and Hain (1968) but rather forms a three-dirnensional array, 

the dipole 1nats break.i.ng up on the slip plane, was illustrated by etch-pitting 

the prirn.ary and cross -slip planes and by TEM during hardening at b.. €: = O. 01. 
p 

A cell structure did not result, however. Slip line studies showed that 

surface slip lines became very short as the structure localized and became 

more coni.plex, the aspect of surface slip correlating well with the scale of 

the substructure. Most iinportant to the present investigation, the instability 

to subsequent deforrnation was shown drarnatically by the sudden formation 

of long, intense reversible slip-lines analogous to the persistent slip bands of 

Watt :ot a~. (loc. cit.), during ove1·strain. Furthennore the authors record 

that the initial rate of work-hardening in ovcrstrain was very low. Indeed 

Watt (1971) records that the rate of work-hardening of crystals overstrained 

at saturation was virtually zero so that the substructure was c01npletely 

unstable. 

Arguments have been made that the form.ation of persistent slip 

http:break.i.ng
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bands (which return after electropolishiug and recycling) is associated with 

unique surface structures, for exan1ple those of I,aufer (1969) and Lukas, 

I<lesnil, Krejci and H.ys (1966)" Such differences are not significant to the 

growth of instabilities in the bulk of tbe rnaterial, but could po.ssibly affect 

crack nuc] eation. 

Other1.vis e, several theories of fa:l:iguc hardening utilise the 

observed high density of dislocation loops and defect contrast ol1served in 

TE.Mas a basis for obstacle hardening. While loops rnay b<-' pinched off frorn 

dipoles, evidence for defects aggregating frorn vacancy concentrations 

enhanced duri11g fatigue is indirect (Broorn and Harn (1957)). In fact tbe 

experin1ents of Adarnson (1968) on neutron-irradiated copper single crystals 

jndicated that radiation induced defects were removed by intera.ction v;;ith 

slip dislocations in fatigue, producing fatigue softening. The rnicrostrudure 

exhibited defect-free channels on primary planes, the width of which increased 

as iatigue continued. Channels on cross - o lip piane::>, u.l v ir~uet:i.:i.y cvw~ ~d.11~ 

width,als o forrn. The in1porta.nt result was that surface slip, accurately 

monitored by an electron shadowgraph technique ,ceased early in life, cv en 

though 1nuch of the crystal was unslipped. Subsequent cyclic stress is borne 

pred01ninantly by the soft unstable defect-free channels er eated in the matrix. 

Ada1nson suggested that this was possibly due to the internal stress distri1Jution 

of the dipole clusters which eventually are observed to build up, as in pure 

copper, but here principally in the channels. 

The cons ensus would appear to be that dipole formation ancl interacti0n 

contributes significantly to the hardening process. 

2. 2. 3. 2 Softening_ 

Wood (1962-63), man early investigation of fatigue softening, 

observed the effect of subsequent low a1nplitude fatigue upon tors ed 

pre-strained aluminiurn cylinders. He recorded that an asyrnrnetry of the 

http:in1porta.nt
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fl.c,\v strc,ss es induced by the in1posed prc-straiE wa::: relieved rapidly in 

a few hundred cycle<>. Sirn.ilarly, large cyclic prestrains coulcl >Jc relieved. 

Since the Eausc.hinger effect W<LS initially large, the cor:opressivc 

sen-ii-amplitude of the ilO\v-stress exhibited hardening, \'vhilst the tensile 

serni-arnp1itude softened. V\Tood indicated that such behaviour rn.ust reflect 

a fundarncntal cyclic re<'lrrangernent; he also produced stress-strain curves 

after softening to saturation. Such curves exhibited lower rates of \vork

hardening than during pre-strain of the virgin r:naterial; this indicates t11at 

the cyclic structures are also unstable. 

Clarebrough, Hargreaves, West an(' Head (1957) rnacle one of the 

original observations of softening by stored cner gy cornparis ons in de£01'1ned, 

and deforrned and fatigued copper, as a function of ternperature. The 

cold-work r(..,Crvst;:illisation neak is rcon1acf~cl hv a s111ri.l1Pr rPcrvsi;illi7.;:itinn
J ..I.. ..I.. .; .; 

peak and a large recovery peak after fatigue. This correlates well \vith 

modern TEM obs crvations of softening as a dipole bas eel tidying process 

analogous to recovery. 

A detailed investigation of softeniug of pre-strained copper single 

crystals by Huggard (1970) showed that the Bauschinger effect induced by 

prestra.in could be reduced by cyclic softening. The resulting structure a.t 

saturation. rnay still have a back stress, however, as sho\vn by the very 

accurate Ineasuremcnts of Wadsworth and Hutchings (1964) in cyclic hardening, 

albeit. Huggard observed the production of dipoles and conversion of 

primary dislocations into dipoles during softening. The ten1perature depen·· 

dence of the degree of softening was similar to that of '"(III in unidirectional 

·deforn-iation, usually associated with the onset of cross-slip controlled 

process cs. The general reduction of n1isorientation across cell walls and 

tidying of the structure resulted in a unique saturation stress. Slip line 

studies showed that persistent slip lines forrned suggesting the resultant 

http:prestra.in
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structure \vas probably unstable with n;~;pect to ovcrstrain. .An interesting 

corroberative result from. the careful investigation of Stcecb (1966) is that 

at the end of stage two unidirectional hardening the secondary cJjsluc~~tion 

density greatly exceeds the prirn.ary density, presurnably of edge dipoles. 

Since the forn1ation of saturation structures such as cell walls would require 

the interaction of prirnary glide loops with secondary loops, either in 

inclined planes, to form a tilt \Vall, or in parallel planes to fonn a twist wall, 

the 'l'. III analogy is to be expected. 

2. 2. 3. 4 Saturation 

Observations are probably most frequently rn.ade c1f the saturated 

state, for cxarnple at fracture. Sirn.ilarly the stability criteria are most easily 

established for well-defined structures such as simple cell walls. One 

monitored by surface observations. In this n1.anner, Vvatt, En1;:.ury and 

Ham,loc. cit. have examined the properties of dipole mats formed in very 

low amplitude fatigue hardening of copper single crystals. These structures, 

which extend into the bulk of the material at saturation, and eYJ1.ibit plastic 

strain bearing capacity partly by rnechanical reversibility are thus 

persistent slip bands that slip and unslip, as revealed by electropolishing 

gradually down into the bulk. On the basis that such structures must be 

embryo saturation stress -producing structures, their strain bearing capacity 

was calculated. It was found that motion of dislocations between mats was 

required, and the dipole-flip m.odel of Feltner (1965) for exam.p~e, is 

inadequate. The general applicability of the experin1ental observations upon 

which a theory is based similarly restricts the validity of the sin1.ple theory 

of Kuhlrnann- Wilsdorf and Nine (1967) who postulated that the growth of an 

instability relative to the strain-free m.atrix, such as a persistent slip band, 

could bear the strain. This concentration of slip, according to the n~odel, 

has to occur on prirnary planes to produce extensive twist boundaries with 
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self- cancelling inis orientations ab out Cix.es perpend:iculvr to tb e prirna ry 

planes, before persistent slip bands arc o:JS erved. J_,ater, tilt boundaries 

perpendicular to the prirnary planes ca11 forrn if slip occurs rnainly o:n 

two co-pla,nar systerns. 

Avery and Backofen (1963) have analys e<l the accornrnodation of 

strain by ernis sion of s egn:ients of dis location fro1n suitable s ourccs, and 

conch1de<l that strain could be borne at saturation for the hardening case, 

provided that the source density was a function of the square of the applied, 

stress; then the reversible plastic strain \vas also parabolic \Nith stre:rn 

and the irreversible component tended to zero at saturation. They observed 

that instability is not a unique property of the hardened state however. 

Interinittent over strain resulted in subsequent softening to a unique saturation 

stress in copper 1 but not in Cu-6'fJ Al. Further, the saturation state is shown 

to be prerequisite to the onset of cracking, regardless of stacking-fault 

energy; propagation decreases as the stackiJ:1g-fault enerf;y decreases, 

demonstrating that the factors controlling initiation and true growth differ. 

This point will be examined in the discussion. 

It is instructive finally to consider the results of the strain-burst 

experiments of Neumann (1969). Single crystals of copper 'were subjected 

to linear increases of applied stress during fatigue, which caused strong 

maxima in the strain response, increasing as the structure developed, rather 

than lnonotonic increases. Interrupting the test and overstraining the crystal 

produced strong, wide long slip lines, which had large offsets and obviously 

propagated along paths of instability. 

2.2.4 Investigations in other £. c. c. systen1s 

Almninium and silver respond similarly to copper under cyclic 

stress, being both wavy slip n1ode metals according to Feltner 1 s definition. 

Weissman, Shrier and Greenhut (1966),working with single and bicrystals under 

reversed bending,followed the build-up of cell structures with regular twist 
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walls by TEM and X-ray diffractornetry for rocking-curve half-width 

deL)rrnination. The effect of a boundary was found to reduce the failure 

life by a factor of five. The observed structures correlated well with 

thos c in copper, showing elongated loop tang1.cs in low-strain regions. 

The stability of the saturated structure was exa1nined by careful recording 

of the structure at various amplitudes of strain, then changing the strain 

arnplitude. By TEM it was observed that complex interactions, nucleated 

at cell walls, produce new cell sizes by a process analogous to recovery. 

The i~ew developing cells decorated the structure delineating nucleation 

sites. Crack propagation could be retarded, by reducing the strain 

amplitude at a transverse strain boundary so that"cyclic stress -induced 

ductility is hence a -vital property of plasticity ahead of a crack tip'." 

Grosskreutz and Waldon (1963) using X-ray rn.icroheam analysis of 

the plastic zone ahead of a crack tip concluded that sub grain formation is a 

-· . necessary requiremeni; ior crack propagation in aiurniniu1n. .::>weeping up 

mechanis1ns for loop debris and defect production during hardening contribute 

little to the instability of the plastic zone as the strain is raised, until such 

a structure is developcd,in these authors' opinion. McEvily and Boettner 

(1963) found that crack initiation /stage I propagation by persistent slip 

is followed by a stage II process strongly dependent on the non1inal stress es 

at the crack tip. None of the simple exponential growth rate relations are 

applicable over the entire process and in single crystals, orientations with 

high work hardening rates in fact show high propagation rates in aluminium. 

An m1derstanding of instability would be exceedingly valuable as an adjunct 

to understanding these stages of crack propagation. A complete analysis 

of this proble1n cannot be approached in this thesis. 

2. 3 Investigations in Iron-Carbon Alloys 

The literature of detailed TEM observations in iron reflects the 

http:tang1.cs
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difficulties of rnaking any reliable, unan1biguous crystallographj c 

obs ervaiions. Unfortunately, the experin1 cntal techniques used to acquire 

the data, particularly the inechanical property rneasurements (or absence 

thereof) are rarely reported in sufficient detail .for useful cornparisons 

to be rnade. In particular, inany investigations have been carried out in 

reversed bending, without any reference to specimen geornetry; further, 

electron rn.icrographs are s eldorn related to their location in the specin1en, 

so that under the variable strain arnplitude applied it is irnpossi1.)le to 

determine the state of strain at the region of substructure described. In 

addition, rnany investigations are carried out under stress a1nplitucle 

control; adding the further complication that many oscillatory or reciprocating 
~ 

constant load high-frequency testing rnachin es apply initial loading in a 

progressive n1anner, we have a considera"ble interpretative problen1. 

An exception is s 01ne of the first controlled low strain amplitude, 

tension-compression fatigue tests on iron by Wei and Ba.kcr (1965a). TEI\1 

gave observations of bulk substructures consisting of dislocation loops and 

dipoles, similar to those observed by Keh and Weissman (1963) in unidirectional 

deforrn.ation at small strains. Surface layer structures of line2.r arrays of 

loops increasing in density as fatigue progr es s ed were also seen. In a 

subsequent paper, Wei and Baker (1965b} showed that at larger fractions of 

the life slip process es concentrated into localized regions. At the very 

low strain an1plitude used a wall struciure built up adjacent to grain 

boundaries, .but a regular cell structure was not seen a1nongst the structures 

retained in the foils. Surface slip lines were roughly correlated with 

the partition of strain, and jogged screw type nJ.echanis1ns rather than double 

cross slip considered for the formation of the preponderant loop density. 

Under cyclic reversed bending, annealed polycrystalline ferrovac E 

also exhibited a high density of fine dislocation loops, according to McGrath 

and Bratina {1965a). These loops concentrated around heavily jogged 
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dislocations, but above certain values of the controlled stress aniplitude 

used, well-defined sub grain boundaries developed :in addition. P;:i.rallel 

studies in tension-con1pression, under a controlled f;tra:in arnplitudc 

.6. c = 0. 012 by Lukas, Klesnil and Rys (1965) traced the dcveloprr11~ntp < 

of the fatigued structure at a slightly higher irnposed a1npl:itudc. In 

polycry&tals, they observed that substantial dislocation tangling occurred 

during tbc first half-cycle, producing loops ;::md dipoles, leading to well-

defined ernbryo sub-boundaries being observed by cycl c 100. A regular, 
4 

localised slip cell structure then developed, The life W<:Ci3 > 4. 7 x 10 

cycles. In stress arr1plitude control tests the dis location density increas eel 

an order of rnagnitude in the first half cycle, but thGI'eafter changed little. 

Interestingly, the Bauschinger effect \vas virtually elimh1ated hy cycle 10. 

The interpretive problen:1s posed by stress-arnplitude controlled 

testing is illustrated by the interesting investigations of Lukas, E]esnil, 

Kreju and 1-Zys (1966) to verify the grain-size dependence of the fatigue 

lin1it, using stress arnplitudes belu\v the n1acros copic yield point. The 

resulting develop1nent of strain arnplitude by a process an;ilogous to Luders 

instability gives rnacroscopic softening followed by dorninant n1icroscopic 

hardening. The slow growth of the plastic regions masks the hardening 

process, however, and the in~portant overs train experiments made at 

various early stages of the life, which suggest that a tangled dipole structure 

can generate further mobile segrnents to accmnmodate strain yet still harden 

adequately by interaction with debris such as loops, vacancies and their 

aggregates, cannot be simply interpreted. The effects of grain size were 

restricted to the control of the expansion of plastic rnicro-volurne in 

initial softening, which was greatest 2t fine grain sizes 1 as was Luclers 

extension.. The saturation strain reached after cyclic hardening was found 

to be a unique function of the imposed stress amplitude only, obeying the 

wavy-slip definition. 

Klesnil and Lukas (1967) further examined surface foils by TEM 
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from. lovv and high-<~n1pliiudc fatiguc~d specjinens. They sho,vecl that sJjp 

bands, bounded by loops or dis 1ocation tangles, 2-12 y.1n below the s1.:; rface 

correlated \Vcll \vith surfr1ce slip-line spacing; this cons:tituteL> in1portant 

evjdence for the localisation of slip at free surfaces, a key .factor in the 

life of cyclically loaded engineering structures. 

McGrath c:mcl J3ratina (1965b) fatigued furnace cooled Ferrovac E 

in bending at low stress ar:nplitudes, and found sin1ple jogged disloc~:tions 

and loop structures. No Bur gcrs vectors were dcterrnincd !..:.ut the 

dislocations appeared to be predorninantly screv;s rather than extcnc<ed 

dipoles. Sin1ilar structures were found after reasona!-;le fractions o.£ the life 

in a low carbon SV'.'edish iron and an iron- 0. 08%C alloy with low di5 ;3 olvcd 

carbon contents. Normalized 0. 28%C steel with a transfonnation jnduced 

substructure in the ferrite resisted fatigue better than the other alloys at 

low stress arnplitudes, but the best' performance \Vas obtained by 

spheroidization; it was suggested that carbon atrnos phercs around the 

cen1entite interfaces exerted a drag on slip dis locations. 

The paper reported briefly observations of the response of quench.

aged iron containing a fine metastable precipitate and an ass ociatcd sub

structure. It was observed that fatigue appeared to change the precipitate 

morphology in regions of localised slip; however the original distribution 

of carbide was inhornogeneous and tbe suggestion that shearing of 

precipitates in such local regions reduced the precipitate size to the 

extent that reversion might occur or at least TEM in1age contrast be lost 

required further evidence. McGrath and Bratina (1967) therefore extended 

the study in quench-aged 0. 08%C iron to both stable and n1etastable 

dispersions of carbide of differing size and spacing, cycled in fully reversed 

bending. In the fine dispersions, which frequently showed no detectable 

slip activity by TEM, occasionally regions adjacent to grain boundaries 

displayed cliffcrent electron image contrast, suggestive of denuding as in 

precipitate or loop-free zones. Such regions \Vere suggested to be precipitate 
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• 
free due to extensive slip activity. For <lispersions with spacings ,...., lOOOR 

dislocation··particle interaction was nJ.ore clea,rly s ecn; whether the process 

constituted nucleation of a tangle of dislocations, an active source, or a 

shearing event, could not be resolved. Coarser dispersions were connected 

by a fairly uniforrn network of dislocations at a correspondingly early 

stage of the life. Unfortunately, none of the observations are related to their 

location in the specimen; nor is its geornctry des crib ed. Hence the 

magnitude of the stress acting on the foiJ <er ea described is unknown; it is 

not even possible to assess if the situations descrilled were even fully plastic 

in bending. The fractions of tbe life undergo11e were small, but again 

unsepecified. Su1·face observations sho\ved that slip was restricted oy fine 

dispersions relative to coarser dispersion behavio-ctr at the sarne arnplitude 

and fraction of the life. Microcracks eventually open up at 45° to the 

specimen axis at the end of the life, associated only with active slip bands. 

They are best observed. in the iine d1spers1ons, as t1i.e gross slip at the 

end of the life in coarse dispersions masks such observations. 

Cyclic hardening and softening d;=tb supplem.entary to the above 

investigation was produced by McGrath and Bratina (1969} in an attem_pt to 

correlate the behaviour of specimens cycled in tension-compression with the 

observed substructure. It was detern1ined that while quenched and furnace 

cooled iron both hardened, after the Luders instability had propagated, 

fine metastable carbide distributions hardened initially, but subsequently 

softened. The softening behaviour was attributed to the establishm.ent of 

persistent slip channels which denuded the matrix of hard particles. 

Coars c dispersions hardened continuously; hardening was not attributed to 

strain-ageing however, on the basis that iron with an interstitial-getter, 

such as Fe-0. 25% Zr shows rather similar behaviour; 1nodification of the 

substructure alone must produce the hardening. The authors also pointed 

out that yielding after strain ageing results in a higher initial density of 

dislocations, generated from m.any pinning points, than non strain-aged 
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n1aterial, and such an enhanced density docs not appear to be available 

in fatigue. There appears to be considerable scope for an investigation 

in inore detaiJ to examine particle stability and the ultirnate develop1ncnt 

of substructure not exa1nined in the above work; such an extension of the 

investigation js presented in this thesis. 

In addition to the basic proble1n of the distribution of plastic 

instability, the stability of coherent and noncohercnt carbides posef3 an 

extensive problen1, that of the affect of reversed strain on_ the solid ;::.oitihility 

of carbon in ferrite after quenching. Ferro and Montalenti (1962) prepared 

quenched, annealed, and quench-aged specimens and endeavoured to test 

the hypothesis that the sharp knee frequently exhibited by the S-N curve 

was assocjated with the occurrence of a sharp yield-point in the rnaterial. 

Since fatigue endurance is such a variable quantity it is difficult to correlate 

-----l- _,_.J___ --··-·.J1 _ ______ , ____ .!.__•~---- 1__ ,... __1 .. _:.i.1---~ --- ____ , ____ ,L_ 1 ("_.1•_. ___ ... -·-· -· --
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the sirn.ple plastic stability of the deformed matrix. No corre]ation between 

sharp yielding and a sharp endurance limit was found however; one would 

not expect initial Snoek or Cottrell type locking to influence eventual endurance 

unless the specimen was rested in any case. 

1viintz and Wilson (1965} attempted to investigate the kinetics of 

strain-ageing during continuous cycling at room temperature. Any accelerated 

process of strengthening \Vil! of course be rnasked by changes of plasticity 

during fatigue, especially during cyclic hardening of the substructure. In an 

effort to over come these difficulties, coarse grained steels of varying 

carbon contents were cycled under incrementally increasing stresses, and 

the temperature rises, attributed partly to a da1nping deer e1nent which varies 

with solute concentration, and hence varies through an ageing reaction, 

were monitored with differential thermocouples. The results in quenched 

0. 7%C steel showed that as the stress increased to failure the decrement 

increased; however the cyclically defonned material was unable to repeat 

this behaviour after resting until restrained through yield, suggesting that 
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a str2in-ageing reaction \vas facilitated, for stressing cycles began in 

the elastic range. On unlocking the structure the clarr1ping decreas eel 

rapidly, suggestive of zi Luders type of ir;_stability. By assurn.ing an ageing 

reaction rate function , s i1nilar to the static description, a tcn1perature 
0 

dependence significant even at -40 C was deterrnined. In <l bainitic quenched 

and tempered steel of sirnilar composition, with a very fine carbide 

precipitate, a different dependence, still operative at -40°C, was 01:1served; 

in these tests the structure did not hecorne strongly locked after fatiguing 

and testing. Annealed sa1nples behaved sirn.ilarly. By comparing static 

and cyclic ageing tates, it was determined that quenched s pecirnens showing 

the locking-type of ageing, aged up to six tirr1es faster at the testing frequency 

than statically. No frequency dependence in the range 80-·2,00 cps. was 

detected. The other type of reaction, however, was up to fifty tirnes faster 

of completion). This observation was explained in terins of shearing and 

reversion of fine carbides producing increased supplies of carbon in 

solution. The observed activation energies ( 0.5 e V) differed markedly 

from. the activation energy of carbon diffusion in iron ( 0. 86eV) so that 

purely thermal activation provided by the temperature ris c could not 

account for the rate changes. In the absence of a knowledge of the variation 

in Koster damping it is possible only to say that the solid solution behaviour 

is based more on the dragging, interaction and formation of Cottrell 

atmospheres, whereas fine precipitate particles inay be subject to reversion 

and subsequent overageing during fatigue. In order to analyse res ting data 

or the temperature dependence of the fatigue life in annealed steeh of widely 

differing grain sizes.,and hence yielding behaviour 1such as that of Oates 

and Wilson (19 64 ), we need far n1ore detailed frequency-dependence and 

da1nping data than is available at the present tirne. It is constructive 

however to observe fron1 the unidirectional strain-ageing data of \Vlls on 

and Russell (1960),that segregation of solute to dislocations does not stop 
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when atmosphere formation is corn.plete, but that subsequent segregation 

has little effect on the unpinning stress. Neither is the Luders instability 

further affected. In order to alter the flow stress, solute clustering or 

actual precipitation is required, and thes c process es alone alter the 

work-hardenjng capacity of the 1naterial. 

More direct observations of ageing behaviour during fatigue of 

low carbon steels were 1nade by Vfilson and Trmnans (1970). Portions of 

the rirn_ of a 0. 03%C steel were cycled in reversed bending at temperatures 
0 0 .

behveen 20 C and 130 C, after quenching. Surface slip was retarded as 

the test temperature increased so that ageing was facilitated. The electron 

metallography, supple1nented by optical rnetallography on polished and etched 

sections, showed the usual dislocation tangles characteristic of low

amplitu<le fatigue. The dis location-free matrix developed a fine carbide 

precipitate but increasingly as the temperature was raised undecorated 

narrow bands free of exi:ensive electron iinage contrast in the reflect ions 

used in TEM, were observed. Optical 1nicrographs at high magnification 

showed analogous etching effects. A requiren1ent for this 1 channelling' of 

slip would appear to be freedom fr01n intersection with other structural 

features; the problem may well be formulated for single slip in a favourable 

stress systern, where local work-hardening is not permitted, reflecting 

an instability propagating under a local strain concentration in an unstable 

two-phase systern. For in detail, the situation may be more complex; 

the structures observed close to the neutral axis of the bend specimen did 

not show channels, (Wilson (1970)). Furthermore, envelope contrast around 

the channels was not well resolved, though it could have been reprecipitated 

carbide, possibly supplied by carbon fr01n sheared, reverted metastable 

carbides. We might thus deduce that a gradient of strain is required to 

produce this type of instability, and that the details of the localisation of 

strajn are not simple. Experirn.ental evidence will be presented in this 

thesis to support those deductions. In addition, it becomes obvious that 
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such instc..bilities inust be particularly in1portant at the tip of a propagating 

fatigue crack; although high amplitude cell structures generally build up, 

intense fatigue ageing apparently lir:nits the slip propagation paths to 

channels, \Vhilst lower ageing tcn1peratures pern1it paths subject only to 

the original constraints in the ~naterial. Again further inforn1ation ahout 

the stati:ility of distributions of fine n1etastable carbide is required. Some 

detailed obs crvations of cell structure build-- up by etch-pitting ~ 100} planes 

of a single crystal of iron with a propagating fatigue crack have been rnade 

by Lawrence and Jones (197 0), but their observation of the lack of orientation 

dependence of the S-N curve, previously investigated by Hei:npel (1959) 

confi.rrns the c01nplexity of the process of plastic strain developrnent in 

single phase iron, without the added complications of solute redistri1Jution 

as a further restriction on slip process es. 

2. 4 Investigations in Other Iron Base Al~Qys and b. c. c. Mated_~ds_ 

Although carried out under low-cycle, high stress -a1nplitude controlled 

conditions, the work of Morrow (1965) on quenched and tempered 104S steel 

is of direct interest to the proble1ns of stability in fatigue. On te1npering 

such a material, the strain hardening exponent decreases to a mini1num and 

thcnincreases as the te1npering temperature is raised to fully soften the steel. 

Measurements on hysteresis loops showed that cyclic softening of up to two 

orders of inagnitude of cyclic strain occurs on cycling, being gr eater, the 

higher the an1plitude. The best resistance to softening is obtained from 

optimum tempering for rnonotonic deformation. This result negates previous 

observations that slightly softer (and therefore n1ore coarsely dispersed 

carbide aggregates) materials perforin best. This may be due to the effects 

of detrimental ni.etallur gical constituents and defects used in other investiga

tions, but probably rnost im.portant of all, to the irn.poscd state of stress, 

particularly in surface layers or at internal surfaces where cracks nucleate. 
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Such an influence rnay be deduced fron1 the result:> of Eckert (1958) for the 

torsicm of axle shafts. 

On thif> rationale, Morro\v, Balford and Millan (1966), ernploying 

the fracture n1echanics concept of engineering brittl(~ failure, Huggestcd 

that a tranr.:ition fron1 shear to tensile failure occurs on increasing the 

hardness o.f a ternpered steel. Then plastic blunting ahead of e::. crack tip 

and the controlLing rate of work-harde11ing in the plastic z-.one, giving the 

characteri ::;tic fractographic observation of striation formation under 

reversed stress es, is replaced by a s:ituci.tion in which "it is now convenient 

to consider the fatigue specimen as a tensile test--piece with a slowly 

moving Griffith crack 1
'. 

Beardrr1ore and Feltner (1969) investigating the cyclic stress 

amplitudes (~ :.: 0. 0194, 0. 0096) the stability of the transforrnation induced 
p 

substructn re \Vas n1-inin1al, and specin1ens softened rapidly. Cyclic 

stress -strain curves fell below the inonotonic curve. It was noted that the 

effect of substructure was to restrict the work-hardening capacity of the 

material and hence the cyclic elongation to fradure. The surface observations 

of s1nall cracks fornling at 45° to the tensile axis on fatigue jn tension

c01npression, correlate well with those observed in iron in bending. The 

cracks followed intense slip lines as in stage 1 growth in £.c. c. materials; 

fracture was therefore theorised to initiate at: geon1etrical discontinuities 

in the structure such as carbide, inclusion or prior austenite grain boundary 

interfaces, as the matrix could not otherwise be induced to rupture. The 

propagation in stage II \Vas considered to be independent of such inhornogenieties 

(but see the discussion). 

1vkGrath and Bratina (1970) examined iron-coppr:r alloys with non

coherent particles of copper of 75.R or 240.R diarneter... After fatigue in 
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tension- cornpres sion at rnediun-1 plastic strain amplitudes such rnatcrials 

cyclically hardened, the fine dispersion rnore rapidly than the coarse 

dispersion. No apparent particle cutting to a reversion size was detected 

' 
by TENSiccll structures build up, particularly at grain boundar:ics; at 

early stages of fatigue, the heavily jogged networks formed suggested that 

the configuration \Vas controlled by the particle distribution, and ho..rdened 

by accurnulation rather than shearing proccs s es. 

2. 5 	 Conclusions 

It bec01nes apparent fr01n the literature that the dislocation sub

structures developed in fatigue of both£. c. c. and b. c. c. rn.aterials are 

sirnilar, and that at the saturation condition , such substructures are 

than uniforrnly distributed paths, and are thus vulnerable to over strain. It 

is further evident ihat in two-phase iron base rnatcrials the influence of 

carbides and carbon in solution is cornplex, and that further pertinent 

experimental data in a simpler systern, such as iron-iron carbide would be 

of great value in assessing suitability of important comrnercial steels such 

as ausfor1ning and High Strength Low Alloy {HSLA) steels for fatigue duty, 

particularly in relation to resistance to fatigue crack propagation. 

The present investigation will attempt to analyse: 

(i) 	 the influence of particle size and distribution upon the growth of 

instabilities in cyc,lic plastic deformation. 

(ii) 	 the effectiveness of thermal mechanical treahnent in increasing the 

stability of the substructure. 

Quench-aged low carbon iron is used to facilitate corn.paris on of 

observations with those of previous investigators. 



CHAPTEH. 3 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3. 1 Introdcction 

The experirr1ental scheme consisted of thernl.al or thenr1al-rn ecl1ani~al 

pre-treatrnent o.f the material to produce different dispersions of carbjde 

in ferrite. J\.1achined and polished specinl.ens were fatigued in tensicn-· conl.

pr es sion under strain amplitude control, and their cyclic stress response. 

nl.easur ed. Supplenl.entary tensile tests were also rnade. 

The observed mechanj cal properties were correlated with suh

structural changes revealed by transn1is sion electron micros copy. Optical 

metallography of polished and etched s ectionE;, and of surface replicas and 

direct surface fields was used in conjunction \vi th scanning electron 

micros copy and replica electron micros copy to provide supplernentary 

infornl.ation. 

3. 2 Preparation of Material' 

The material used was Armco Iron~ supplied by Corey Steel Co. 

of Chicago. A full analysis of the composition is given in Table 1. The 

iron was initially in the forrn of rod stock in two siz;es 0. 750 11 (19. 05 inm) 

in diameter and 0. 500 11 (12. 70 1nm) in diameter, in the fully annealed 

condition. 

X-ray hack-reflection polycrystalline patterns, using unfiltered 

tungsten radiation, revealed a marked texture in the as -received material. 

This texture was not rcrnoved by any of the heat-treatments subsequently 

e1nployed. 
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The cleanliness of the n1aterial wa.s ass es s ed hy optical rnetallography 

of sections par'allel and perpendicular to the rod drawing direction; ap<'rt 

from nl.inor constituents, the principal inclusions of rr1etci.llur gical significan cc 

in this investigation \Vere stringers elongated parallel to the dra \Ving axis. 

These inclusions were determined to be n1anganes e sulphide by electron-

probe microanalysis. 

Prelirninary heat treatments were rnade at different austenitizing 

ternperatures to detern1ine a treatnJ.ent which adequately s olutj oni7,ecl i:he 

n1aterial, yet gave a reproducible n1.ediun1 grain size. Specirn.ens v1cre 

0 
quenched to retain carbon in solution, then aged, either at 6o c for five 

0 	 0 
days~lOO C for three days 1or 240 C for five hours, to deterrnine the 

approxin1.ate ageing behaviour and the morphologies involved. The ageing 

process was followed using Rockwell hardness n1.easurements and transn1.ission 

electron micro::; copy ( TE:tvi) u.i U.1in Iuib. 

From the pr elin1.inary investigation three types of n1.aterial 

treatrnent were establisl1cd: 

(a) 	 Austenitize at 850°C for two hours, quench directly into water at 

ambient ternperature. Age five days at 6o
0 c or five hours at 

240°C. 

{b) 	 Austenitize at 850 
0 

C for two hours, cool slowly through the 
0

austenite-ferrite transfonnation and water quench from 725 C. 

Age five days at 60°C, five hours at 240°C or three weeks to one 
0 

month at 	room temperature 23-28 C. 

(c) 	 Austenitize at 850 
() 

C for two hours, water quench, s wage in two 

pass es from O. 615 11 (15. 62 min) diameter to 0. 565 11 (14. l 7mn1) 
0 	 0 

dia1neter,and age five days at 60 C or five hours at 240 C. For 

this thermal-mechanical process the larger diameter stock was turned 

down to the requisite diameter prior to austenitizing. TEM of 

this material revealed that the swaging reduction of 8% in dia1neter 
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(equivalent to approxirnately 20% jn tension) produced a \Vell

developed cell-structure, suitable for the expcrin~cnt. 

The prepared rnaicrial was then rnachined into specirncns for 

fatigue testing, to the dimensions shovn1 in Figure J(a). A gauge section 

aspect ratio of 2:1 rninimized the risk of buckling, but gave sufficient 

surface area for replication. 

Machined specim.ens were chernically or electro-polished to 

obtain a surface free of optically observable defects. A better overall 

finish was obtained using a chern.ical polish consisting of 8 0% I--I 0,,
2 z 

5% HF and 15% H 0 then by cold electropolishing in an acetic acid 
2 

1 

5% perchloric acid electrolyte using a stainles s steel cathode; \vith an 

inclusion content such as the rnaterial poss es s ed, surface pitting was 

n1inimis ed, but could not be avoided. During surface preparation tbe 

f 1' , 'T - J ~ , . 1_ .. .., , - - (" I "J - - - • .} .J , • ·' 1 
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n:1icrostop lacquer; at the end of the preparation the lacquer ·was rernoved 

in acetone, and the whole specirnen lightly polished, washed in water th1::11 

dry ethanol and stored in a dessicator prior to testing. This procedure 

ensured clean, deburred threads for accurate mounting of the specimen 

for testing, and a suitable gauge section for surface replication and for 

reproducible fatigue resistance. 

To check for possible deleterious effects during machining, X-ray 

back reflexion photographs of the gauge section surface of the .specinLen, 

were taken before, and after, the removal of various depths of n1aterial 

by chemical polishing. The depth of damage by the lathe tool, and emery 

grind y;as thus deterrnined and the polishing procedure calibrated to ensure 

the re1noval of the damaged layer from each specim.en. As a further check, 

a proportion of all the specimens was prepared by n1achining the stock, 

and then heat treating the machined specirnen, in a vertical shaft vacuum 
-5 

furnace operating at 10 torr. No significant variation in results, within 

http:specim.en
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experiment-al scatter, was recorded for snch speci1nens, cornparecl with 

specin1ens heat-·treated, then rnachincd. The S\\'aged rEaterial cou}d not, of 

course, he prepared in this n1;:1.nner. 

A further proportion of the spe6n1cns were produced wiH1 fine 

ground parallel flats along the gauge section, to assist replication and 

direct surLice observations. b:! addition a seriero of reduced section 

parallel gauge length tensile specirnens of approxin1atcly rectangular 

Section [9. 25Qtt X 0. 100 11 (6. 35 mln. X 2. 54 ron~11 \Vith ground SUrfaceB 

\Vere polish.eel and used for slip line studies. 

A con1plete tabulation of specirnens identities, together with the 

treahnents given in preparation is presented ir). Table 2. The table aJso 

gives the tests perfonned on each speci1nen. 

3. 3 Mechanical Testing 

Apart fron1 some tensile tests which were carried out in a floor 

n1odel Instron n1achine with one rigid, and one hen1ispherically sea:'cc,d 

alignn1ent, threaded grip, with an open cage, all the testing was cmnpleted 

using a closed-loop electrohydraulic tcs ting rig, manufactured by the JVl. T. S. 

division of Res earch hie. 

High precision, rapid :responseJcontrolled pararneter testing is 

the main feature of this facility. A pre-set electrical signal,applied to a 

hydraulic actuator)operates a moving rarn against a specimen attached to 

the moving ra1n,,and to a fixed ram. A suitable transducer records the 

output clue to the speci1nen or ram response .• and transmits a signal to a 

comparitor, which modHies continually the input signal to the actuator to 

maintain the s ei.: point. The equiprnent is capable of simple sequences of 

progran~rned cornmands and possesses multiple output capacity for recording 

devices and for calibration. In addition, error detection devices are 

provided. 
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For the purposes of the pr er; ent invc:;i:if;:ation, a linear variable 

differcntjal transducer (I_,. V. D. T.) \Vas used to inonitor the n1ovcn1cnt 

of the raro., \vhich for rjgid systcn1s clof>ely approaches the total extension 

in the specirnen. This parameter \vas therefore controlled during fatigue to 

well \vithin the rnanufacturers stated accuracy of.± 2%. During fatigue 

at very low strain arnplitucles the L. V. D. T. had to be cn1ployed at it.s 
1 

lovvest total stroke range of.± O. 25 11 (.± 6. 35 mrn. ). 1Jndcr the~>e concFtions 

the signal to noise ratio n1ay drop to 4:1, according to n1easureIY1ent~; rnade 

vvith a two- beanl. oscilloscope, because of the proxirnity of the hyclrau}j c: 

purn.ping syste1n, residual rnechanical vibration, and other nearby electrically 

operated equiprr1ent. The cyclic stress arnplitude and the applied strain 

an1plitude was taken fron1 a filtered output and recorded continuously on a 

two-pen recorder, but the hysteresis loops, recorded on a separate 

a higher resolution L. V. D. T. would be reqc:ired for the si1nultaneous recording 

of the individual p'ararneters and the hysteresis loops. 

The fatigue speci1nens \Vere rnounted in an upper rigid threaded 

grip, and a lo\ver gripping fixture consisting of an internally threaded 

inner grip cyclinder with a keyed surface, which was embedded in an outer 

hollow cylindrical grip with a srnall dia1netrical clearance, bolted to the 

moving ram.. Woods metal was then cast into the lower grip at 80°C. 

Specimen cooling was effected using surface evaporation of solvent from a 

cooling jacket under a cmnpressed air blast. The surface te1nperature 

measured by a flat thermocouple attached to the centre oi the grip section 
0 

of a thin specirnen never exceeded 45 C. Under peak operating conditions the 

rig ternperature was rnaintained at a steady 35 
() 

C. A perfectly rigid grip 

was obtained by modifying the design clearance between inner and outer 

grip cylinders, and by redesignjng the keying surfaces of the inner and outer 

cyEnders; the use of a flux prior to casting the Woods metal enhanced wetting 

of the surface. The specirnen was finally secured after solidification of i.:he 
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solder, by tightening two retajning nuts against each grip. 

facilitiy is illustrc:\tcd in Figure lb. From the available functional relation

ships behvcen the control paran-1eter and tirnc \vhich could be applied by 

the signal generator, a sinusoidal \Vavc forrn supplying a tensile sign:::l 

followed by a cornpressive signal was selected. Prelin1inary tests a.t 

various frequencies of cycling were carried out to check for slippage in 
' 

the gripping systern. After careful alignn1ent of the upper and lower ram_ 

by adjustrnent of the bearings supporting the upper ran1, an off-axiality of 
-4

11 
-2 

less than 5 x 10 (1. 2 7 x 10 n:11n) 1nca.surccl by a concenfricity variation on 

a dial gauge mounted on the lower rain reading off the upper ram, was 

obtained. Negligible bending rn01nents were thus induced in the specirnens 

during fatigue, since such rn.isalignrn_ents could easily be accommodated by 

the lower grip clear2,ncc, and the relaxed aligned spccirnen then rigidly 

held in that position on soldering the lower grip. With this system no 

slippage was detected either at peak stress or during the change of sign of 

the stress when cycling about zero n1ean strain. 

The rnain testing prograrnme was carried out at a total stroke 

ainplitude equivalent to a total strain amplitude of ~c, = + O. 003. A 

cycling frequency of 1 c. p. s. was e1nployed to facilitate the recording of 

data; the recorder response time was O. 2 seconds. For long life tests 

( > 10
5 

cycles) a cycling frequency of 10 c. p. s. was employed in the later 

stages of the test. The effect of the strain rate change on the peak stress 

was small, and the transient period was calibrated and allowed to reach 

con1.pletion before a recording was made at 1 c.p.s. after cycling at 10 c.p.s. 

Son1.e specin1ens were overstrained, usually in tension, after a 

significant fraction of the life. To c01nplete this expcri1nent in the M. T. S. 

machine, the function was altered to a linear rarnp and the specimen 

overstrained in situ. Other specin:1ens were ren1.oved, the gauge section 

turned down to 0.100 11 diameter (2. 54 n1m) and overstrained in the Instron 
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nJ.achine at the nearest con1parablc strajn rate to the lv1. T. S. cyclic 

strain raie (0. 03 11 
/ 

11 /n1in) which was O. 04 11 
/ 

11 /rnin. in the Instron. 

Cyclic hardenin&; or s oftcning curves V/ere plotted fr cmi_ the peak 

stress/cycle data for each type of ni_a1:e,rial cxarnined, Tensile data was 

recorded on virgin specimens and during overstrain. Comparative tests 

were also made on furnace cooled ni_aterial. The full testing prograrnn.le 

is surnmarized in Table 2. 

3. 4 Trans1nission Electron Microscopy 

The majority of the structural data described in this thesis derives 

frorn electron ni_icros copy of thin foils. For each of the n1icrostructures 

prepared, foils were prepared, parallel to, and perpendicular to the tensile 

distributions of particles were obs crved. The gauge section was cut fron.l 

the mounted s peci1nen to avoid any risk of overheating during de1nounting. 

Thin slices 0. 030" - O. 040 (O. 85 - 1. 33 mm) thick were cut with a jewellers 

saw, and inechanically ground on fine emery paper to approximateJy O. 006 11 

(0.17 mni) thickness, by niounting on a rigid block using double-sided linen 

tape. The incchanically thinned dis cs were then disrnounted and chen1ically 

thinned in the chemical polish described in section 3. 2, ahnost to perforation. 

Final electropolishing by the uniform field method in a 95% CH COOH,
3 

5% HClO mixture at 10-15°C, washing in clean acetic acid, then dry ethanol 
4 

gave good foils \>.;ith extensive thin areas. Evidence of damage during speci1nen 

preparation was s eldo1n observed. 

All foils were exarnined at an operating voltage of 100 kV, in a 

Sie1nens Ehniskop l microscope. A few observations were made using a 

Phillips EM300 instrument. The Siemens microscope was fitted with a 
0 

double-tilt stage capable of tilts of + 10 about two perpendicular axes. 

http:prograrnn.le
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Various tilting experir:nents were perforrr1ecl to resolve detailed 

sub--structural configurations. Kikuchi line shifts were used to measure 

sub-boundary 1nisoricntations in cell-structures. The existing calil)rations 

for (a) the rotation of the image relative to the diffraction pattern and 

(b) the variation of true rnagnification with indicated rnagnification 'Nere 

e1nployed during this investigation. 

All plates were analys eel en1ulsion side downwards. ·wherever 

possible, inforrnation was derived fro1n as rnany different areas of 

the foil as possible, or fron-1 more than one foil, in an endeavour to 

describe representative behaviour. 

3. 5 2.J:tical Metallography 

(a) Surface 

Direct surface, and single stage cellulose acetate replica 

observations were made of the developrnent of slip lines during the 

fatigue of specimens quenched from the austenite. The replicas were 

mounted on a reflecting substrate and exa1nined in a Vickers projection 

micros cope. 

Direct observations of the surface of polished speci1nens of 

each distribution pre-strained by €. = O. 01 in tension
1 
were m.ade in a 

Reichert metallograph fitted with a Nomaski contrast objective. Over-

strained specimens were sirnilarly examined. 

More detailed information was obtained from tensile specimens 
0 

pre-strained by C = 0. 01 at -78 C using two stage replication. Collodian

backed Fonnvar replicas were used to produce positive carlDn replicas 

which were examined in the electron inicroscope at 80 kV. 
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(b) Bulk 

Polished sections, etched in 2% nita], \Vere exan1ined to deterrr1ine 

the gr<:iin f.li7'e, and grain aspect ratio in iwo perpe;1dicular sections, after 

pre-treatn1ent. 

Using Fry's reagent (Hahn and Sadey (1966)) the substructure 

in fatigued speci1nens was etched up for exarnination under an in1me1·sion 

lens es. The etchant attacks carbon associated with substructur c, and was 

us cd in an attempt to obtain overall indications of the extent of the develop

rn.ent of the substructure observed in detail by T. E. :tvl. For fine dispersions 

of carbide the etchant is not effective. Li1nited resolution is obtainable 

in such dispersions using a copper deposition etchant, but was found 

inadequate for the purposes of this investigation. 

3. 6 Scanning Electron Mi eras copy 

Efforts were made to use the scanning m.icros cope as a high 

resolution adjunct to the optical inicroscopc. The etchants used did not 

provide sufficient surface relief for adequate contrast, however. 

The micros cope was therefore used only for fractographic 

observations on selected specin1cns in certain experirn.cnts. 

3. 7 Surn1nary of Schedule 

The propensity of the material to age at room temperature required 

careful s chcduling of experiments. Specimens were prepared in batches~ 

because the effects of rnachining damage could not be accurately ass es s ed 

in the bulk, and because the average time to obtain machined specin1ens was 

one week, it was preferable to heat tr eat after machining; however considerations 

of convenience l)oth in the allocation of instrument time, and in the ease of 

machining (machinability was best after ageing} as well as better control of 
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rnicro[;tructural reproducibility obtained by heat-treating hulk inaterial, 

s01nctirnes required the reversal of this procedure. lv1echanical testing 

and electron 1·nicros copy was carried out as quickly as possible after 

specirnen preparation. 

The quenched, swaged and aged specirncns were tested and exarnined 

first, followed by specin1ens quenched from the austenite field. Finally 

experin1ents on specirr1ens quenched fron1. the austenite and ferrite field were 

carried out. Overstrain tesb:; were n1ade at appropriate points, and 

other auxili;:i.ry obs crvations carried out in sequence. The notched 

speci1nen experin1.ent described in Chapter 4 was suggested by the 

data derived initially in the m.aterial in vvhich it was carried out and was 

not envisaged in the original s chemc. 

http:auxili;:i.ry
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TABLE 1 

CF!EMICAL COMPOSITJON OF MATERIAL 

c Mn s Si N 0p 

0.018 0.037 0.013 o. 003 0.072 
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TABL:~ 2 

SPECIMEN IDENTITIES AND USAGE 

Pre-TreatmentSeries 1No. 

QA(y) 60 

QA(v) 240 

PA (y 	 tc--<) 60 

I 
I 
I 

l 

0
Quench 850 C1 

I 

0
Age 5 days 60 C 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2 

Quench 8S0°C1 
0

Age 5 hrs. 240 C 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

2 

8 

I 
2 !Furnace cool 

0
85o c - 725°C 

ITensile Test .J. 
1 'atigue Test {Cvclcs) !Overstrain j TElvl 

3 bucnch, age 3 days
0 

16o	 c x I 
I I 

5 
10 	 F 

4 
E. 5 x 10 

5
2 . 25 x 10 F 

-; x: 10LL _,-
x 

5o F
11 

x 

x 

10 
3 

I , 
11 . 5 x 

4 
10 

4 
L • 3 	x 10 F 

4-,-_, 
L . 5 x 	10 J.: 

4I':_, • 3 x 10 
41: .. . 5 	x 10 F 

. 5 x 	10 F( 
4 

I x 

6I 	 I l0 F
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I
! 

x 	
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l
I 

I 
I 
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I 

I 
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x I 
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I 
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Table 2 (Cont'd. ) 

§eries INo. IPre-Treatment 'Jl~nsile Test rFatigue Test jOverstrain ITEM !Replica jOptical iSElvrr 

hA 	(y+•-) 25/60 1 Furgace cool 8S0°C 
1-	 c 

l
I 	

725 

0 

Quench age 1 mth. 25 

0+ 3 days 60 C 


. A(y+~) 25 1 Furnace cool 850°C
i 	 i725°C 


2 
 Quench, age 1 mth. 
0 zs	 c3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


I 	 0 
A (y xix)240 1 
 Furnace cool 850 C

7250C 

2 
 Quench, age 5 hrs. 


3 
 240°C 


4 


5 


6 


, ·1 I 1 	 1--r
I 	 I
1
(C~cies) 
1. 1 x Lo F 


17. 5 x 10
5 

F 

5


3 X 	 10 I x 
 I
4 
 I x
7. 5 x 10 


x
x 
 I 

I
Notch 2. 5 x 
 I 


5 6 
 I
10 _,. 10 F x 	 x 
 I y 
~ 

Notch.7 x ! 	 ! 
i 


, I i 
. 5 I 

x
10 	 F I 


High Ampli- I 
tude 350F I 
 x 	 I 


I
I 


I 

I 

I 

I 


x x 

. 4 

15. 5 x 

4 	
I 


10	 F 

3. 3 x 10 
 x x 
 x I 

4 
 i 


I
x x
I 3. 3 x 10
 I 

I 

I 


I 
x 
 I
I 4


3. 5 x 10 
 x 


I
x 
 x 
 ! 
~·----'--· ··

w 
-; 

j
I 	 x I I 
 1 


I t I 


I I

I I 

i 
 l 

I I 


I 	 •i :x 
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Table 2 { Cont 1 d. ) 

Pre-Treatment Tensile Test !Fatigue Test IOvers train iTEM !Replica Optical SElvlNo.Series 
I 
 (Cycles) j j l 

I I
I 

F.C. 1 
 Furnace cool from 

4 
 I I

850°C x
3. 3 x 10 
 I 


I 
x
2 
 I x 

I 


0 5

QSA 60 
 Quench 850 C, swage1 
 1. 2 x 10 F 
 x 


I s8% Red. of Dia. Age 
I 
I o. 9 x 10
2 


I 

0 

x ·15 Days 60 C3 
 I 

4


4 
 x 


I I 


ll.5x10 

4 

QSA 240 
 1 
 4 x 10 F 


I 4 
 I x 
i 


4. 6 x 10 F 

4 


2 


1. 5 x 10 
 x
3 
 I

I·4 
 x 
 I 
 I 


w 
00 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESUI_,TS 

4.1 Scherne of Presentation 

In section 2, pertinent monotonic and cyclic rnechani cal property 

data will be presented. Results obtained by T. E. M. of thin foils \vill be 

given in section 3. Finally, ancilliary observations n1adc by optical and 

scanning electron rnicros copy, and by surface r cpli cation will be des cribcd. 

Results obta jned frorn specirnens quenched from austcnite will be 

given first in each section, followed by results from specimens quenched from 

the two pb_;:::_::;c ::_·sgi-::"'-; the J:('<"lllt<" n{ fhprm~1l-rnechanical treatrn~ent Will be 

described last. 

4. 2 Mechanical Respm]Se 

A cornplete tabulation of rnonotonic and cyclic data is recorded in 

Table 3. The treatmen1sundergone by each specirnen are as described in 

Table 2 of Chapter 3. The principle cause of irreproducibility of properties 

is the inhorr1ogenieties of quench-aged structures which may be associated with 

variations in quench rate, quench deformation, and solute segregation, within 

a single specimen, and frorn specimen to specirnen. In the comparison of 

cyclic and monotonic properties, the error induced by testing at slightly 

different strain rates ( E. = 0. 04 in. /in. /min. in the Instron rnachine, whil&t 

€. = O. 03 in/in/min. in the M. T. S. machine) is not significant. The variation 

in cross-sectional area of the gauge length of spccin1.ens, produced during 

machining and polishing, may produce an error of+ 5% in the quoted stresses; 

the actual errors in the load cell outputs arc, of course, appreciably lower 

(± 2%). 

39 
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All cyclic 1nechanicc;] data arc pJot'Led as the variation of Tt0rn1ahscd 

IY1<:Lxin1urr1 stress an1plitudc per cycle with the nuJT,bcr of cyclc:3 to 

nonnalise the stress; the stal1ilizcd stress arnplitude usually achieved 

after 2-5 cycles is used ac; the reference level. The problerns of sc:tting 

such levels in rnaterials exbibiting dis continuous yielding will be discuss eel 

in Chapter 5. 

4. 2. 1 Series QA_L'J 

The cyclic stress r espouse of specirnens quenched from the 

austenite field and aged five days at 60°C or five hours at 240°C i.s 

compared in Figure 2. The degree of softening, and the duration of the 

approach to saturation is reasonably reproducible after ageing at 240°C, 

as shO\vn in Figure 3. Ageing at 60°C enhanced the life, and did not 

produce any significant hardening or softening up to fai hir P- Tvni r:.-> 1 
./ ~ 

rn.cchanical properties of each n1aterial in tension are given in Ta1Jle 3. 

4. 2. 2. Series QA (y +<><) 

Quenching from close to the(y + (){)-+ o< completion tcrnperature 

and ageing five hours at 240°C permits fatigue softening of a cornparablc 

degree and duration to series QA ( Y) 240, as shown in Figure 4. In geucral 
4 

the life was of the order of 5 x 10 cycles. 

Specimens of this series were also fatigued to approximately 70% 

of the life to establish the saturation condition, then overstrained in 

tension. The n~onotonic response in overs train is cornpared with the response 

of the virgin inatcrial in Figure 5. It can be clearly seen that a decrease 

in the initial rate of work hardening characterizes the fatigued state. 

To detect the effect of a carbide dispersion, a comparisc':in was 

made wjth furnace cooled Armco iron. The fatigue life of a specimen 

austcnitized two hours at 850°C and furnace cooled was detern1ined at tbc 

total strain arnplitude used. Specimens were then fatigued to 70% of thiH 
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ljfe, corresponding agafr1 to saturation, and overstrained. Again, an 

initially lo\v work-hardening rate is apparent ( Fj gure 6) as a characteristic 

of the bulk inatcri;il a£tc1· fatigue. 
0

Ageing five days at 60 C p1·oduced a fairly coarsely c1i~;pe:rsed 

distribution of particles (see section 4. 3. 2) which \vas less reproducible than, 

and of an insufficiently different scale to distributions produced at 
0

240 C. Specin1ens were therefore fatigue tested after ageing at roo:rn 

ternperature for one n1onth, to produce fine dispersions of particles. In 

Figure 7, such rn_aterials can be seen to exhibit only marginal softening, 
5

and to give lives up to 7 x 10 cycles. A specimen aged only three days 

at 60°C gives a slightly coarser dispersion than at roorn ternpcraturc, and 

responds sirnilarly to a specimen aged one rnonth at room ten1peraturc, 
0

then three days at 60 C, which gives a coarser particle size but retains 

a fairly small particle spacing. Both epeciiriens with sliRhtly coarsened 
/ 

v
distributions relative to QA ( u. + '{)25 specimens resist fatigue up to 10 

cycles, and soften very little (Figure 8). 

The tensile properties of these distributions are given in Table 3. 

An overstrain curve from series QA ( c,.: + '{) 25 is compared with the 

original tensile curve in Figure 9. The rate of initial work-hard'2ning is 

dirninished after fatigue to 5 Oo/o of the life. 

4.2.3 Series QSA 

If a specimen is quenched from_ austenite at 850°C, swaged to 

develop a cell structure and subsequently aged, the cold-worked structure, 

which has little residual work-hardening capacity (Figure 10) may be pinned 

by the precipitate~and the onset of cyclic softening is retarded. This result 

of the therrnal inechanical treatment is seen in Figure 11 to be n1ore 
0 0 

effective after ageing at 60 C for five days than at 240 C for five hours. 

Once softening is establishcd,however,its extent is great and the saturation 

state is rapidly approached. The lives obtainable by such treahnents do 
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TABLE 3 


MECHANJCAJ_. PP.OPERTIES 


, 2 ' 
Yield Point MN/n1- Luders Strain U. T. S. 

217 0.0015 

200 0.002 

233 0.003 

129 L o. 01 

286 o. 0016 

296 0.001 

l'± _)u i52 L (J, (J(J ( 

159 L 0.008 

123 None 

238 None 

217 None 

287 


223 


345 


268 


342 


199 


210 


290 


244 


• 2

M1'J/m Total Elonga

40.5 

44. 1 


39.9 

52.6 

33.4 

53.b 

56.0 

30.4 

31. 4 


3

N. D. To convert p. s. i. to SI m1its multiply by 6. 8948 x 10 . Units quoted in 


inillions of newtons per square metre. 




(b) Cyclic 

2
Semi-amplitude of Stress MN/rn Softening ( - ) or Hardening ( +) Ran~e 

Experiment IInitial Stabilised j Saturatio:1 Cycles I Stress MNT~ 

QA(y) 60 

: I 
262 

269 

61 
181 

QA(y) 240 1 170 

2 169 

: I 
193 

232 

4 I 198 I 156 10 - 10 I - 22 
4I 

7 

QA (y te<)60 2 

QA (ytt;.:)25/60 1 

QA (ytv< )25 1 

2 

3 

QA( y+ t-< )24 0 1 

2 

3 

QSA 60 1 

2 

250 

224 

248 

302 

285 

269 

I 
I 

I 

223 

198 

200 

I 

I 

240 

192 

I 

283 
I 
I 
I 

2.7xl0-
4 

i 
I + 21 

4
250 6 x 10 - 19! 

4 i 
167 6. 5 x 10 - 16I 

! 
152 I 10 - 1000 I - 18 

155 20 - 700 l - 14 
4 

! 155 10 - 10 l - 18 
I 

I 219 - 700 I - 13 

I 

I 8 
I 

225 8 - 2500 I - 25I I 

I 5 
220 2. 4 x 10 l - 6I 

238 1. 06 x io 6 
- 10I I 

I I 
I 

I None302 
I 
I None 

5 
285 

6. 5 x 10 i - 4264 
I 

I - 4231 1400 - ::J x 10 i + 8 

I 170 6 - 900 I - 28
I I 

I 

I 187 8 - 1200 - 13l 
U"1 

I \..v
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I 
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I 
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not cmnparc favou1«'1bly witb liV<:"'.S obtainable in fine diEpersionB of 

particles. 

4. 3 Electron Micros c<2..EY_ 

Photornicrographs obtained by T. E. M. of thin foils are illustrated 

in plates one to nine. The fields shown are nuni.bered fron1 left to right, 

top to bottorn., and are described in sequence. 

4. 3. 1 Series QA (y} 
0 

Quenching from austenite and ageing at 240 C for five hours, 

produced a distribution of carbide particles of generally acicular aspect, 

precipitated on habit planes deduced frorn their traces in electron diffraction 

ana.Jys1!; to be {no} Electron diffraction patterns were obtainable froni. 

the particles but cross-grating patterns which could definitely by analysed 

to deterrn.ine the structure of the precipitate could not be obtained. The 

burden of the literature suggests that under the conditions of ageing used 

these precipitates should be ce1nentite (see for example Wells and Butler 

(1966}),or the excellent review of Kelly and Nicholson (1963)). It was 

difficult to characterize the distribution by numerical rneasureni.ent of the 

size or spacing of the particles; the heterogeneity of any distribution produced 

by quenching and ageing is a consequence of varying local conditions throughout 

the bulk specimen,and was manifested principally by regions of the crystal 

containing relatively few precipitates in these specimens; in regions with 

reasonable densities of precipitates such as illustration 1 of Plate l, a 

spacing in tl!e range 1 - 3 yrn. with a mean of about 1. 5 Jllll· is typical. The 

needle size is of the order of O. 5 ym; an appreciable transformation--induced 

dislocation substructure was present, forming a se1ni-continuous network 

linking the particles in regions of uniform density, with fairly extensive 

tangles of dislocations around particles being present on occasion. 
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3 
After fatiguing a specirnen to the onset of saturation, approximately 

w cycles, an irregular cell structure was observed. Field 2 o.f Plate 1 

shows a detail of such a structure. A steeply inclined boundary appears to 

h2.ve fonned on a plane containing precipitate particles; the oblique 

boundaries are not associated with precipitates, nor is their structure 

very regular. The density of dis locations within the confines of each cell is 

already very lowJhowever. Fine defects ,which could be dis location loops, 

and dislocation dipoles> are apparent in the wall structure. 

The presence of the transforn:i.ation induc<"cl substructure con1plicated 

an understanding of the developrnent of the saturation state and its relation to 

the particle distribution; although precipitation 1nay then occur OE dislocations> 

no rnodification was detected in this b. c. c, material corn.parable to the 

elimination of one of the three habit planes of er precipit2tes formed in 

A.1-Cn alloys with helical dis location substructures, as shown by Nichols on 

(1962). Further study o1 the saturation ~ubt:>iruc~ure wet::> ~J.Le.i. eiu.i..:.. .i.'.:..;::;.:..:;:-,-;:;;:! 

for specini.ens quenched after slow cooling through the austenite-ferrite 

transformation range. 

Interpretative problern.s are similarly posed for specini.ens quenched 
0

frorn austenite and aged five days at 60 C. The aged structure was very 

inhomogeneous, poss es sing a considerable quenched-· in substructure and 

evidently precipitated extensively along dis location lines to forin the 

quasi-regular networks shown in Fields 3 and 4 of Plate 1. The statistically 

reliable description of such a structure is very difficult to achieve; attempts 

were made to estirnate the distribution of particle sizes using the method 

of Cahn and Fullman (1956) to calculate the volume fraction distribution from 

lineal data, rn.aking the assurn.ption that the particles precipitate generally 

as oblate spheroids. 

As no identifiable electron diffraction patterns could be obtained 

the precipitate could not be classified with any certainty. The work of 

Hale and McClean (1963) showed that metastable C -carbide can precipitate 
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dendriticaJly as platelets with { 100} habit planes to. forrn. a three-

dimensional array with an axial dislocation nucleus. The contrast 

conditions arising at such a structure vary \vith tilting of the specirnen 

in such a \vay as to distort the apparent rn.orphology; for exa1nple 

peripheral contrast in scme operating reflexions, possibly arising frorn 

solute gradients around particles, n1asks the true di1ncnsi.ons of the 

individual platelets. It was quite different therefore to as sign intercept 

li1nits in a randorn manner when analysing the overall distribution at low 

rnagnification, for off-contrast conditions at local orientation or thickness 

changes distorted the apparent irnage size. Only at high inag11ifications 

in foils oriented so that the electron beam lay in the habit plane of the 

particle, could the platelets thickness be seen to be,.._, lOOA and the habit 

plane t_100} • It is possible therefore that a proportion of the precipitate 

distribution functicn derived is shown in Figure 14. The dendrite spacing 

is in the range 0. 2 - l. OJ.llTI. with a rnean of about 0. 4 JJ..m; the dendrite size 

is typically 0. 7 J-On long, with platelets of O. 2 ~A.rn radius. Few particles 

not associated with dis locations were observed. 
4 

After fatiguing 3 x 10 cycles, no significant changes were 
Lt 

ohs erved in foils taken fr 01n the specilnen. By 6. 5 x 10 ~ cycles, however, 

certain changes had occurred; in Field 1 of Plate 2, taken with the electron 

beam. approximately parallel to {100) so that background E; -carbide 

platelets are in the plane of the foil, rnany e:>,..'"tensive dendritic structures 

are observable. No identifiable diffraction patterns could be obtained 

frorn these features; Field 2 shmvs a detail in which a co1nposite of carbide 

platelets precipitated on a forest dislocation axis is associated with 

dislocation loops and other configurations. The size of such a feature 

( > 2 JJ,rn. long and l JJ..m wide) distinguishes it from coarsened carbide 

dendrites, but there is cause for circmnspection in interpreting these 
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structures. The \vork. of Bale and McClean (1963) again shows that 

precipiiation during ageing rnay occur at rnore con1plex substructural 

arrays such as networks or sub-boundaries forrn.cd durj11g tranf-;forrnation; 

the resulting structures i-r1ay be very con1plex. Furthcrrnorc, the rig 

tem.peratur e ( 35° C), and the specirnen dernounting procedure in this case, 

both allowed overagcing to occur to a lirnited degree, and so it is not 

possible to deterrnine if any ageing process enhanced~~<::, by fatigue 

defonnation has occurred. The nl.ost reliable observations of the general 

change accon1panying fatj guc arc shown in Field 3 and clearly illustrate 

that the forrnation and devcloprnent of tangles of dis location loops thrown 

around car1Jide particles, forn1ing a contirrnous network, accon1panied 

by the production of fine loops resolvable in the low-densjty encbvcf;, 

is the salient feature. There is no evidence that particles are sheared by 

The specirnen from_ which illustration 4 \1\1as taken fractured at 2. 25 x 
5

10 cycles. The structure now consists predon1ir")antly o:f large con1plex tangles. 

Particle contrast is obscured and the details of the substructure arc 

irresolvable. Fr01n a careful examination of many fields of the speci1nen 

the scale of this substructure appears to depend strongly on the local 

original distribution of particles. Tb is is illustrated by the low inagnification 

Field 1 of Plate 3 which is taken slightly off-contrast, and should be 

c01npared with the results of lv1cGrath and Bratina (1967, Fig. 7), who 

attributed the change of scale to a particle shearing process, rather than 

the accun:rnlation of dislocations around particles. Both from the rneasured 

scale of the distribution of tangles and the detailed observations of the 

tangles, for example in Field 2, where the tangle is 3 _J-1.m. long it is quite 

apparent that particles are not sheared in th.es e materials. A cell 

structure was never observed to form at the strain amplitude used, but 

dislocation loop dens ihE~s appeared to increase throughout the fatigue process. 

http:forrn.cd
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4 
The fields observed in foils frorn the speci1nen fatigued 6. 5 x 10 

cycles were used to derive the distribution function £or particles af~,cr 

fatigue. The attendant difficulties wcr e enhanced by the in er eased 

substructLue, but the resulL:tnt di~sb:ibution is compared with the original 

distribution, in Figure 14- The expected volurr1e fraction, calculated 

-3
fron'l the equilibrium. diagrarn, was approxin'latcly 3 x 10 , for the 

equilibriurn re3 c phase. 

4.3.2 	 Series QA (y + t-<: L 
. 0 

The particle distribution fonncd on ageing five hours at 2.40 C 

after slowly cooling through the austenite-ferrite transforrnation, and 
0 

quenching fron'l 725 C was very sirnilar to the QA {y) 240 distribution; 

the a1nount of transforrnation substructure \Vas very much decreas eel, 

however and the distribution correspondingly n'tore unifonn. Particles 

were still associated with a forest structure, but the average spacing was 

slightly larger { ,,,, 1. 6J,JTI). Particle sizes were cornparable. 

At saturation, a cell structure had developed whose scale \Vas 

similar to that of the QA (y) 240 sei·ies being in the range 0. 8 - 1. 9 J~-m 

with a n'lean of about 1. 5 \;..i,1n, the detailed configuration being car.trolled 

substantially by the carbide distribution. This is shown clearly by 

Field 3 of Plate 3. The pinning of dis locations in the sub-boundaries by 

carbide particles is shown in Field 4; details of such cell walls are generally 

difficult to resolve in this n'laterial, but in FieJd 4 two sets of parallel 

dislocations fanning a network can be seen. 

Although it was not possible to carry out Burgers vector deter

mination on the cell wall con'lponents, other measuren1cnts were obtained. 

Using foils of different orientations, the plane of the cell wall was determined 

by stereographic projection of the traces of walls intersecting reciprocal 

lattice sections, to establish the pole of a suitable habit plane. Since the 
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cell geo1nctry is often dependent on the particle gcon1etry, and r:nay also 

be strongly dependent on i:hc segregated culute concentration, certain 

simplifications in indexing the traces were made so that only lo\v index 

directions were analysed, The results are displayed in Figure 12; the 

cell walls appear to be n'lore frequently on 1112} i::d.ip planes than {no} 

planes in the foils considered. 

Further, the 1nisorientai.:ions acorss various types of cell 

bormdary were rncasured using shifts in the Kikuchi line patterns obtained 

from thicker regions of the foil (Hirsch ct al. (1965)). These rnisorientations 

were generally small; in Figure 13, a field including seven cells was 

exan'lined in detail. The n'lisorientations are quoted as rotations, about 

low-index axes co1nprising the rnajor cornponent of the di.splace1ncnt of 

the pattern; their rn.agnitude is typically one--tenth to one-half of a degree. 

IL is interesting to note irorn Fir!ure 13 that the rrnsonentat1ons as mc;asurerl 

are self--c:=rncclling over distances of the order of 5 
1
/V.n, corresponding to 

four cell diameters. 

In plate 4, Fields 1 and 2, the effect of overstraining the saturation 

cell structure by €, = 0. 01 in tension is displayed for the QA (y +~<) 240 
4 

material fatigued 3. 3 x 10 cycles. In an attem.pt to pin the structure in 

the stress -applied state after overstraining, in a manner si1nilar to the 

irradiation pinning technique used by Mughrahi (1968) the iopecimen was aged 
0 

under stress at 130 C for three hours; the amount of strcs s relaxation 

observed was not greater than 15% indicating that no significant recovery of 

the structure occurred. Michalak and Paxton (1961) analysed similar 

recovery of the flow stress and found significant recovery to occur after 
. 0

comparable times only above 300 C. The micrographs indicate that 

sufficient carbon was available still in solution to produce a fine precipitate. 

The overstrained structure therefore appears in the stress -applied state; 

the effcctivcnes s of particles jn retaining the cell structure during over strain 

is clearly limited by their spacing. In Field 1 segments of dis location line 

http:attem.pt
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have bowed out in the slip plane to acconunoclate the applied ovcrstrain; 

\Vhere the num_ber of particles is sparse large segments of the cell walls 

are destroyed by overstrain. Around carbide pa1·ticles dislocation tangles 

are retained, rnuch as they are accurnulated prior to saturation, in a 

random configuration. This can be seen in Field 2. The breakdown of the 

structure is confirnl.ed by observations in overstrained but unpinned 

speci1nens; the cell structure is locally destroyed but the detailed nature 

of the breakdown, the bowing out of dislocations from pinning points in 

the wall)cannot 1Je clearly seen in the relaxed state. 

The brcakdo\vn of tbe substructure in overstrain was n10re clearly 

seen in a furnace cooled specimen, austenitized two hours at 850°C. 

Sufficient carbon is apparently available to pin the structure in the stress 

applied state however, and Field 3 shows that the cell structure is not 

but the constituent wall networks are disturbed. Much of the wall debris 

of loops and dipoles is visible in the breakdown structure of Field 4. 

In plate 5, Field 1, a typical distribution formed by ageing five 

days at 60°C after quenching from 725°C subsequent to slow cooling from 

850°C, is shown. The size and spacing of the particles \Vas insufficiently 

different fronl. the (cementite) distributions produced at 240°C for the 

purposes of this investigation. The contrast effects observed at these 

particles and the traces of their habit planes correlates closely with 

observations of ~ - carbide nl.ade by several investigations (see Kelly and 

Nicholson (loc. cit.)). D~stributions after ageing at 25°C for one month 

consist of very much finer particles, visible only by strain-field contrast 

at higher inagnifications; the precipitates can be resolved as platelets in 

suitable reflexions at high magnifications. The platelet diameter is 4ooi 

and the thick.ness much less than lOOJl, compared to platelets of up to 0. 5 .y.n1 
. 0

in dia1neter after ageing at 60 C; no interface interference fringe contrast 

http:confirnl.ed
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can be obtained, but displacc1nents in the line of no contrast across 

extinction contours jn the foil are observable. The strain-field contrast 

was not analysed in detail, for cxa1nple with respect to the position of the 

particle in the foil thickness, as the tilt:Lng angles on the Sien1ens rr1icroscope 

are limited. The true thickness of the particles is therefore undetennined. 

The particle spacing is slightly larger than the particle size, being 
0 

typically SOOA. 

Such distributions are very resistant to fatigue. Illustration 3 was 
6

taken after 1.1x10 cycles, and apart frorn isolated sin'lple sub-boundaries, 

which rnay forrn during transforrnation, as they poss es s denuded zones, the 

substructure is restricted to very fin c scale networks of dis locations linking 

particles, visible only at higher n1agnificatioJJs. 

The paucity of observed slip activity led to the design of three 

experi1n,2nts to detcnnine the details of substructural developn1ent in fine 

ci1spers1ons during iat1gue, ancl to obtain correlation with sorne of the 

observations present in the literature. In the first of these experirn_ents 
0 0 

a specirnen aged at 25 C was subsequently aged for three days at 60 C; 

this treatrnent coarsened the precipitate size to about 6005\ and generally 
6

increases the spacing to about 800-lOOOR. After io cycles a recognisable 

fatigue sub-structure can be generated. Field 4 of Plate 5 shows a simple 

geornetrical cell structure based on H-junctions. The network of dislocations 

connecting rnatrix particles is better defined in Plate 6; here the sub

boundaries have simple structures consisting of sets of parallel dis locations. 

The mis orientations across thcs e walls, indicated by changes in contrast 

conditions across the foil, do not appear to be large. Plate 6 was taken 

in an 011 operating reflexion; since the set of dislocations in best contrast 

in the walls is also visible in a 112 reflexion, then a consistent schen1e 

would give a Burgers vector of a/2 [ 111] to the set. A second set, 

perpendicular to the first, and a]most invisible in 011, is best resolved in 

130 reflexions of the sarne scherne, whence the Burgers vector would be 
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a/2 I ii.1 J . This detern-1ination is not u11&1nbiguous however, but the 

assigned Burgcys vectors correspond to a screw dislocation network. 

The second experiment was designed to generate larger scale 

features snch as those described by McGrath and Bratina (loc. cit.) and 

Wilson and Tron1G1ns (1970} as channels of localized slip. Such observations 

have been rnade principally in reversed bending tests, in which gradients of 

strain amplitude are maintained. To duplicate this condition a specimen 
5

aged at 25°C for one month was fatigued to 30% of the life (3 x 10 cycles) 

in an atternpt to suitably increase the mobile dislocation density, notched 

circurnferentially at its mid-section in situ, and fatigued to fracture, which 
5 . 6

occurred at 7 x 10 cycles cornpared with 10 cycles in the un-notched 

specimen. In plate 7, micrographs of foils prepared by single-sided 

polishing of samples cut directly below the fracture surface arc displayed. 

In the presence of the gradient of strain produced between the stress con

centration at the crack tip and the bulk of the specirn_en, slip activity has 

apparently localised into channels, the traces of which correspond to a i no} 
slip pfane in the case of Field 1. The interior of the channel is out of 

contrast but it cbes contain dislocations; the peripheral contrast is remeniscent 

of carbide precipitation at a boundary, but no dis cernable electron diffraction 

patterns could be identified, nor could mis orientations be measured; 

resolution of the tangled dislocations at the boundary was not possible, similarly, 

because the quality of foils prepared close to the fracture surface is 

necessarily inferior to those prepared from the bulk. Other irnportant 

observations were made, however. In several regions considerabJe alignment of 

dislocations into parallel arrays frequently piled up against an inclusion were 

seen. At what is possibly a later, but still embricnic stage of channelling of 

slip,didocation boundaries of braids of dislocations and extensively aligned 

monopoles delineate small misorientations across the crystal as shown by 

Field 2. These ernbryo channels are by no means either precipitate or 
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dislocation free, but the added cornplexity of poorer definition in fracture 

surface foils restricted a detailed investigation of all the possible effects 

obtainable frorn the channels. It was noted that the channels frequently 

began or ended at inclusion sites, however, and it was quite apparent 

in the exarnination of fracture surface foils that the channels were not 

precipitate free; in sorne reflexions precipitates could be brought into 

contrast throughout regions \vhich in other reflexior1s showed black-

white contrast suggestive of denuding within a channel, particularly in 

a second specirnen prep?rred si1nilarly to the first and thinned as before. 

The third experi1nent was therefore designed to deterrn_inc the deta:iled 

structure of the channels; on the prernis e that the struchire was actually 

a function of the local strain aniplitude, rather than the local gradie11t of 
0

strain, a specirnen aged at 25 C was fatigued at a total strain amplitude of l'.1.€:'-r o-.: 

+ O. 018, which was six times the level elnployed in all other tests. 

Tne n1at:er1ai cievelopeci ex-tensive cl1.annels and was examined atter 

fracture, which occurred at 3 5 0 cycles. There were s eld 0111 more than 

three channels per grain, and not every grain exhibited channels; in s onl.e 

grains, channels on two intersecting systenl.s were observed. The channel 

contrast fr eque11tly dirninished and eventually vanished within a grain. Two 

important observations were nl.ade; firstly the detailed nature of interaction 

between inatrix particles and dislocations is a tangling process, not a 

shearing process, as previously speculated by several authors, and is 

exactly the sam_e in fine dispersions of carbides which are probably meta

stable, as in coarse dispersions of stable ce1nentite. Only the spacing of 

fue 	particles prevents a cell structure from fornl.ing; in general a simpler 

network of dis locations is formed. Secondly from Fields 3 and 4 of Plate 7 

it is obvious that mis orientations are present between the channels and the 

inatrix and _that apparent denuding within the channels has occurred. It is 

necessary to examine the channels at high rnagnfication to determine, as 

is shown in the detail of Field 1 of Plate 8, that if the interior of the channel 
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is tilted into contrast then it can be s cen to contain a high density of 

dislocation:.o and debris. Since the projected width of the channel in a foil 

( l ()
of (__100.) orientation is about 1200A, then in a materia] with a particle 

spacing in that plane of 800.R, and p;:i,rticles whose resolution is priD1arily 

a flmction of their strain fields, it is unvvise to describe these channels 

as slip paths devoid of particles, as the extent of contrast at a particle 

on either side of the channel, i. e. a particle acting as a pinning point for 

the zig-zag dislocation boundary shown in Field 2 (compare Field 2 of 

plate 7)~ can locally reduce the apparent channel width to the interparticle 

spacing. Furthcrinore, when tbe slip plane is only partly out of contrast, 

and the surrounding rnatrix is in contrast, precipitates above and below 

the slip p1a11e are visible, and the cham1el nJ.ay con:iplei:ely vanish. Ji: is 

concluded therefore that the observed contrast in a channel is detennined 

by the Bragg conditions necessary to obtain diffraction images frmn 

ci1siocai.:1011.s 1n t.11.e pJan.e 01 tl1e ci1.aDJJel, and not by a.-bsorpt1011 co11trast J11 

the absence of a second phase; i.e. this is an orientation contrast effect. 

One further observation (Field 3) \vas the initiation of a sfrn.ple 

cell structure at a grain boundary in addition to dislocation tangling around 

particles in the n1atrix. Frorn Field 1 the network of dislocations can be 

seen to closely follow the geornetry of the particles, in that in local regions 
(<.

dislocation networks \vith spacings between qnadropoles of the order of the ,..__ 

particle spacing have been established; since furthermore we see a region 

with a well defined network of two sets of dis locations spaced only about 

300R apart, which corresponds closely to the spacing of dislocations in cell 

walls forn1ed at saturation in coarsely dispersed speci1nens, the tangling 

and tidying process seems to be confirmed as the mechanism of substructural 

devclopn1ent in fatigue of iron-iron carbide composites regardless of the 

distribution. 
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4. 3. 3. Series QSA 

Plate 9, Field l, illustrates the rough cell structure produced by 

f:\vageinlf, and Field 2, the structure after ageing five days at 6o 0 c. The 

precipitate nl.orphology is not clear; precipitation n1ust pri1narily have 

occurred on the cell boundaries. There also appears to be so1ne precipitation 

within the cells, although thif; type of contrast can arise fronl. dislocation 

loops, produced during deformation, which did not anneal out on ageing. 
4 

After 1. 5 x 10 cycles, very little change in the structure is 

d)served (Field 3). After a similar nurnber of cycles, a specimen of 

series QSA 24 0 (aged at 240
0 

C for five hours after s wagcing) begins to 

develop a \Vell defined cell structure, amongst the swagecl irregular 

nehvork, apparently injtiated at a grain boundary. We rnay conclude that 

ageing at the lower tenl.perature pins the swaged structure n1ore e££ectively 

The initial QSA 240 structure does not differ markedly frorn the 

QSA 60 structure, except that the cell interiors are free of precipitates. 

Diffraction patterns can be obtained fronl. cell walls suggesting cernentite 

precipitates are present on the walls. The structure is shown in Field 1 
5

of Plate 10. At fracture 10 cycles), the structure has reverted to a 

fairly regular cell structure, very si1nilar in its scale and dependence 

on carbide particle spacing to the saturation structure in both series QA(y) 240 

and QA (y +V-) 240. This is apparent in Field 2, though regions rern_ain that 

have not completely tidied, as can be seen in Field 3. A further feahue of 

interest (Field 4) is the nature of the cell wall junctions and the long continuous 

cells whose traces are those of slip planes of both £110-1 or { llZ~ type from 

electron diffraction patterns frorn such regions. 
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4.4 An~:jL1~.t:!:LQbs ervations 

4. 4. 1 

The lirnitations of electron n1icroscopy in producing results 

representative of the bulk behaviour have been widely debated. In any 

process of localized defonnation, any technique vvhich. provides a more 

n1acroscopic vie\v of the extent of clefon11ation constitutes a valuable means 

of checking the reproducibility and applicability of inicros copic observations. 

High resolution optical metallography of polished sections, etched with 

suitable reagents, was therefore us cd \Vher ever details of the substructure 

were large enough to be resolved by oil-imrncrsion lenses. In practice, this 

r:neant th.at cell structures could be observed directly and the process of 

fatigue substructural developn1cnt could be follo\ved quite readily. 

For both s erics QA ("y) 240 and QA (y + ) 240 the build-up of 

the cell structure was observed to occur gradually through tb e softening 

process. and to be initiated at an inhornogeniety such as a grain boundary 

or an inclusion interface. Measuren1ents of the cell size observed optically 

correlated \veJl with T. E. M. observations; at saturation the cell structure 

extended ci.cross the entire transverse section of the specin1cn, the cell size 

being about l. 5 Jin1.. Occasionally slip band cracks formed at the surface could 

be correlated with the saturation cell structure. 

As an adjunct to understanding the fatigue process rn Series QA (y) 

60, sections were carefully exarnined after preparation by mechanical 

polishing and etching for a fixed period (40 seconds), in Fry's reagent, before 
4 

fatigue, and after 6. 5 x 10 cycles. It was found possible to distinguish 

several different etching effects which could be related to electron micros cope 

i1nages; a histogra1n of the number of fields displaying each feature before 

and after fatigue is presented, with a description of each feature, in Figure 14-. 

Tbe change in the distribution of features indicated by the histograrns may be 

c01npared with the distribution functions for particle or particle-substructure 

c01nposites derived frmn electron rnicrographs both before and after fatigue 

described in section 4. 3. 2. While this data could be interpreted as an 
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Etch 	features oc.curring in the histogra1ns of Figure 14. 

1. 	 Fine features (. 0. 2 f'rn. in diameter. 

2. 	 Dendritic features corresponding to original distribution <. 0. 4;141n in 

diameter. 

3. 	 Coarser clendritic or acicular features > 0. 4 ).A-min clia1neter. 

4. 	 Coarser features ass ociatecl with substructural networks, as in original 

distribution. 

5. 	 Large denclritic composites observed near interfaces or grain boundaries. 

6. 	 Fatigue tangle-shaped featurcB. 

7. 	 Cellular nehvorks of comparable scale to type 4 features. 
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indication of carbon redistribution during fatigue, it suffers frorn lirnitations 

in the accuracy of its acquisition, firstly because of the problcrn.s of 

interpretation and secondly in the lower·· bound resolution cut- off, \Vhich 

limitations are statistically indcterrninate. 

No in1ages either on transverse or longitudinal sections, even at 

the fracture surfaces could be resolved in the QA (y + oZ) 25 speci1nens in 

which the scale of the structure or its response to the etchant evidently render 

it irres olvablc. 

The austenitizing treatni.ent gave a grain size of approxin1ately 

40 J-ml. diameter in all specimens; the aspect ratio was close to unity 

for transverse to longitudinal sections, but s orne grains were elongated in 

the rod-drawing direction, and a considerable range of diameters could be 

found in any one speci1nen. 

4.4.2 Scan~1ing electron rnicros co_p_y_ 

A considerable arnount of scatter is to be expected in the duration 

of the fatigue life in different specimens. In the fine dispersion QA (y + cx:) 

25 series this scatter was an order of nJagnitude, however, and the cause 

of failure was therefore investigated in two specimens, one of which failed 
4 5 

at 7. 5 x 10 cycles and the other at 5 x 10 cycles, using fractography in 

the scanning electron inicros cope. In Plate 11, Fields 1 and 2 the cause 
4 

of prern.ature failure at 7. 5 x 10 cycles is assigned to an interfacial fracture 

mode initiated at iJ).clusions producing straight boundary cleavage facets. 

The normal wavy matrix striations are shown in Field 3. 

The fracture surface of a specim.en notched during fatigue to 

prornote a strain gradient was examined similarly, and at higher magnifications 

fine side branching cracks were observed, as in Field 4. 

http:specim.en
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4.4.3 Surface observations 

Cellulos c acetate replicas were used to rnonitor the developn1.ent of 

surface slip during the fatigue of series QA (y). Specimens aged at 60°C 
5 

with a life of 2. 2 x 10 cycles showeel no resolvable slip activity until 

5000 cycles, when a few grains began to display fairly straight slip lines, 

sorne of which extended across a whole grain. Subs cquently there was little 
4 

surface development, but by 6. 5 x 10 cycles m.ost grains exhibited surface 

slip. In contrast, slip lines were first resolved in specirnens aged at 2·10
0 

C 

after 1000 cycles and by 5000 cycles nearly every grain had slipped. The 

slip lines possessed quite large offsets, were fairly straight and mostly 

propagated right through the grains. By 15000 cycles a pattern of fissures or 

microcracks at approxin1.ately 45° to the specim.en axis had developed, 

a1)parently along active slip bands as well as grain boundaries; the feature 

is shown in Field 1 of Plate 12. At higher magnification, direct surface 

observations with an oil imn1ersion lens revealed that tbc slip lines consisted 

of short wavy segrnents deviating in direction of distances of the order of 

2_f-'.m, which is corrLparable in s ca.le to the periodicity of the saturation structure, 
~ 

or, of course the particle spacing. In Field 2 a detail (x3300) is shown. 

A few observations on specim_ens repolished lightly after replicating at 

saturation, indicated that on overstraining rnany slip lines followed the 

paths of the original fatigue slip bands. 

The resolution of the above method is not sufficiently high for the 

reliable comparison of the influence of the various particles distributions on 

basic slip process es to be assess ed. The mode of slip in a fine (QA ( y +~,(} 25) 

and a coarse (QA (y + o< }240) distribution during tensile pre-strain to c = 0. 01 

was therefore examined in detail using two-stage replication, the final carbon 

positive being examined in the electron microscope. Field 3 Ehows that the 

slip lines formed at -78
0 

C in series QA (y fc-;. )Z40 were short and apparently 

limited by the particle distribution, frequently changing direction. In Field 4, 

slip lines in the fine dispersion QA (y fo!.)25 are shown; although in general 

http:specim.en
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slip lines appear to be longer they are still wavy and constrained locaUy 

by thr; distributio21; no evidence for shearing of particle::~ could be obtained, 

the slip lines alY;;,'ays being \vavy at -78°C. 

1. 	 Durjng the fatigue of age hardened lo\v carbon iron alloys containing 

dispersions of carbides of various sizes and intcrpa:rticle spacings, 

dis locations are accmnulated around particles, r ega rdles s of their 

size, spacing or structure. No evidence of shearing of particles 

by glide dislocations could be detected in this investigation. 

2. 	 In general cyclic softening j s associated with the forn1ation of 

a saturation cell structure. The inflnenre nf p;<riirlP~~ of 2. 59r:0?·;rl 

phase on the resultant gcon1etry of the cc~ll structure is rnarked. 

Fine particles tend to restrict the developn1ent of dislocation nehvorks 

at the cyclic total strain arnplitude used, unless this amplitude is 

raised appreciably. Coars erring dispersions pern1its cell ;;t ructur cs 

of decreasing regularity to develop . 

3. 	 When the scale of particles is very fine, localised deforn1<.ition rnay 

occur, the condition-s for wbich are sensitively dependent on the 

local strain arnplitude, producing intensive slip channels during 

cyclic softening. 

4. 	 Thermal mechanical treatments described in this thef:is act to 

enhance fatigue resistance by retarding the developrn.ent of cyclic 

softening by the pinning of th_e cold-worked structure by precipitates. 

5. 	 The saturation cell structure exhibits a lower rate of work hardening 

under tensile overstrain than during prestrai.n of the virgin n1aterial. 
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Evidence is presented suggesting that the substructure is unstable 

on a local scale in subsequent tensile dcforrnation. 



CHAPTEP.. 5 

DISCUSSION OF RESU_LTS 

5. 1 Introduction 

It is possible to discuss substructural o';servat:ions both in regard 

to the rnechanisrns of develop1nent, and in terrn_s of the subs cquent stability 

of the dislocation arranger:nents. Irt the present investigation, en1phasis 

has_ been placed upon the latter consideration, and this will be reflected rn 

the discussion. The correlation between the substructura 1 changes obs erv2d 

to accorr1pany fatigue, and the initiation and propagation of fracture, must 

be facilitated by any investigation which seeks to dcterrnine the criteria 

u11cier which in.stabilities occur, and thence t11_e de11n1tion and prevention 

of instability in the structure. 

The properties of the dis location sub-structure are neverthel.cG s 

a consequence of the manner of its form.ation, and particularly when considering 

the constraints in1-posed upon the observed sub-structure by particles of a 

second phase, during fatigue, it is important to recognise the possible 

mechanisrns of the transj cnt process es of hardening and softening in the 

inatrix. Only then can a m_odel for the :influence of particle distributions upon 

the substructural developn1ent be formulated. In Section 2, a rationale will be 

proposed to describe this influence; the stability of the resulting substructures 

will theD be assess e<l, with special reference to the uniforrnity of strain 

distribution in the m_aterial, and to the efficiell(,yof the therinal-n1-echanical 

treahncnt tested in this investigation. 

The discussion of the observations of low initial rates of work 

hardening, observed on overstraining fatigued spccin1ens, will be bas eel on 

the conclusions of Section 2. Suitable incchanisn1s leading to this behaviour 
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will be presented and discussed in Section 3. 

Finally, the applicability of generalised models of fatigue 

to the description of experirnental data will be reviewed to assess the 

relation ship between n1acros copic models of unstable plastic flovv and the 

mechanisrn_s propounded in the present invesb gation. 

Before pas sing to the main body of the discuss ion we should note 

that everi in the averaged specim_ens used in this investigation, sufficient 

carbon •;;as apparently left in solution for e:xtensive fine precipitation to 

occur on low-·ten1pcrature ageing treahnents us eel to pin subs tructu:::es in 

the stress-applied state. Since there is,thereforc,likely to be sufficient 

carbon in solution in most specirnens during the fatigue process for strain 

ageing or further precipitation to occur, a brief consideration of s on1e of 

the effects of s oluie carbon concentration and redistribution during fatigue 

is in order. The detection of such effects reou1res the use oJ exnenn-1en1:;:i.I 

techniques beyond the scope of this thesis, but certain indirect observations 

indicative of solute redistribution have been observed in the present work, and 

should be related to the literature to assess their importance. 

Considerable evidence is available for cyclic strairi- ageing, although 

the interpretative prerogatives seerr1 to have been widely asserted, for 

exa1nple by Sanders and Hempel (1952) who reported observations of 

reprecipitation in slip bands. However De Foucquct (1961) detected changes 

in solute carbon concentrcition in quenched iron during fatigue, using 

internal friction measurements. At higher cyclic strain amplitudes evidence 

of dissolution-atmosphere formation- dissolution n1echanis 1ns was obtained 

with resting data which correlated with the known precipitation kinetics of 

carbides in ferrite. If such process es do occur,' then knov1ing the 

constraining effects of continuous precipitation are similar to those of 

pre-existing precipitates, according to the substructural observations of 

Wilson and Tromans (1970), we may well attribute fatigue strengthening in 
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iron, defined as a resistance to extensive partitioning of strain arnplitude 

or strain rate, to hvo active cornponents, fine initial precipitation, and 

Sli.bs cquent continuous strain-ageing, following Vlils on (197 O). Certainly 

the stability of the large fatigued tangles observed in series C2A ('y) 60 

in the present investigation would be enhanced by pinning by a solute 

atn1.osphere, and the difficulties in obtaining goocl diffraction contrast in 

T. E. M. of these tangles could be partly attributed to the presence of solute 

carbon atrnos pher es. 

Other authors bave atten1pted to analyse S-N data to deterr11ine if 

accelerated ageing is a consequence of fatigue deforn1.ation in steels. 

Yarn.akazi 0970) applied a damage criterion and ideal ageing kinetics for 

the total precipitation in an alloy steel fatigued in the ageing ter:nperature 

regi1ne, but the assur:nptions of the 1nodel were crude; the rate was 

structural rnodHica tion. Tb e sour cc rnodel of Kawasaki et. Al (1967) 

is n.1.ore interesting, being based on the pren.1.is e that darnagc will not 

occur if the rate of source generation ~ rate of pinning by strain-·ageing. 

It suffers in detail fron1. its sirnplifications. 

Apart frorn basj c n1.odifications to slip process cs by solute carbon 

concentration variations, the other effect of interest hes in the interaction 

of solute carbon with other point defects manufactured in fatigue. There is 

evidence, for example 1that radiation induced defects generally nucleate 

€-carbide precipitates, although the exact nature of the defect is not 

knmvn with any certainty (Hull and Mogford (1961)) . Vacancy-interstitial 

pairs have been detected by resistivity ineasurements by Fujita and Damask 

(1964), and grow under similar kinetics to E: -carbide (Arndt and Dain.ask 

(1964)). Such a defect may be important in diffusional processes (Homan 

(1964)), The interpretation of damping and resistivity data is so cor:nplex, 

however that at the present tirne it is not possible to assess the inobility of 

such defects as distinct frorn their influence on nucleation frequency. 

http:pren.1.is
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5. 2 The Stability anc1 Influence of a Second Phase. 

The accurnula tion of dis locations by coarse cernentite particles 

and the influence of the particles on the ]ocal geon1etry of cell structures 

developed at saturation,in both series QA (y) 240 and QA (y +t<) 240, 

together with the absence of any evidence of shearing of the particles, 

suggests that the rnaterial is plastically inhomogeneous according to the 

defiEition of Ashby (1970). The particles are thus effectively rigid and 

non-deformable. 

The experirnental observations of the influence of particle size 

on the substructure developed under cyclic strain rnay be smnni.ari;.;;ed 

thus: very fine particles accu1nulate dislocations locally, and re<1nire 

high strain ani.plitudes to be applied in order to develop a recognizable 

cell structure, or sub-boundaries. Increasing the particle size and 

6JJct.\.....i11g, 11-u\vever,, perr11iLc; Ll1e <lit>l.ocaiior1 t>l.1bsiruct:ure to develo1) a 

regular cell structure or a large scale localized structure, such as the clusters 

of dislocations observed in series QA (y} 60, even at low strain amplitudes. 

It is possible to rationalize these observations by considering . 

how the particle size and the applied strain amplitude affeci the rn.ethod 

of storage of dis locations in the deformed material. Dis locations can 

accu1nulate to acc01n1nodate shear deformation of the matrix and inaintain 

continuity at a partj cle-matrix interface in two ways (Figure 15 ); 

shear loops can accuni.ulate around the particle according to the sirnple 

inodel of Fisher ct Al. (1953) producing a heavily polarized structure and 

a back stress on the primary system, or prismatic dis location loops 

may be generated. In the former case the substructure can be detected by 

a Baus chinger effect; this point is fully developed in the Appendix. The 

latter type of slip will tend to be activated once the component of the back 

stress due to shear loop build up, exceeds the critical value on the secondary 

slip systems. Once prismatic glide is facilitated the rnodcl of Fisher et Al. 

breaks down and the situation is best des crib eel by Ashby's rnodel, in which 
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Figure 15. Maintenance of continuity of matrix-particle interface during deformation (after Ashby {1966)). 
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the activation of secondary slip pr ocfoces the charci.cteristic work-he:trc.l ening 

of two-pbas e pl2.stically inhorr1ogencous rnaterials. 

The applicability of Ashby's theory has been successfully tested 

experirncntally; Russc11 and Ashby (1970}, have deformed single 'crystals 

of aged Al-Cu alloys containing incoherent: 8' platelets, in tension. They 

found that georr1etrical storage of dislocations at particle interfaces, either 

as shear loops of the sarne sign or dipoles or prisn1atic loops don1inated the 

observed density of dis locations. Now the systen1 tested by thcs e authors 

was probably the rr1ost C01Y1plex cas c which could be cornpletely anzd.ys eel, 

yet it was exceedingly sirn.ple cor:npared to the systcrn. treated in Hie 

pr es ent investigation. In a polycrystal, five independent slip sys terns rnust 

operate just to rnaintain the continuity of the nJ.atcrial at grain bmmdary 

interfaces; h.ovvever they need not all operate throughout the grain, if 

the grain size is suitably large. Ncvertheles s, we cannot completely 

separate the effect of a s econ cl phase particle frorn n1atrix constraints 

on dislocation storage, particularly when exan1ining t11e resultant 

rnisorient0tion across cell boundaries such as those forrncd in fatigue. It 

is possible to say frorn observations such as those of Plate 2 , that from 

a qualitative viewpoint, considerable similarities exist between dislocation 

accumulation in iron-iron carbide after. fatigue and the si1nple Al- Cu systen1 

analysed by Russell and Ashby. 

The tota. l cyclic strain amplitude en1ployed in the present investiga
1::. 12

tion was ---·- (total} = 0. 003; this is a lower strain than that corresponding
2 

to the critical stress for activation of secondary slip, calculated by Ashby 

to be E '""" 0. 02. Particles may therefore accurrrnlate shear loops in the 

manner pr opos eel by Fisher et Al. over the first few cycles, until the 

secondary sys tern is activated, unless dis locations are able to cross --slip 

around the obstacles. According to the observations of Boyd et Al. (1969) 

of slip lines in iron at roon1 temperature unidirectional deformation, wavy 

slip, indicative of cross-slip process es, occurs in sub-bands 200-400.R 
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0 
apart. If we assign 300A as an average cross-slip offs ct, then particles 

\vith diarn.eters < 6005\ might not act as obstacles to slip at lo\•! strain 

amplitudes. The absence of slip activjty observed in s cries QA {y +tX:) 25 

in the p1· es cnt investigation is therefore attributed to cross -slip around 

particles occurring, rather than any accun1ulation of dislocations developing. 

To obtain activation of secondary slip it is necessary to either coarsen 

the particle size or increase the n-1acroscopic applied strain a1nplitude. 

Both thc.s e changes were observed to produce cyclic softening and the 

devcloprrient of a cell structure in the present work; increasing the particle 

size from Soo_R to 800.)<:.. resulted (in series QA (y +t,() 25/60) in a regular 
ll e ,

cell structure, and raising the amplitude to ·-··~t::. \.fotal)= 0. 02 i, e. the 

lirnit of the Fisher et Al. treahncnt produced crnbryo networks and 

extensive accun:iulation. 

brief initial hardening period, the ni.echzmisr:n of which is obscured because 

the n1aterial was then being cycled in the Liiders region of strain. Accor ding 

to the Fisher ct Al. theory the nurnbcr of shear loops which can accomrnodate 

strain has a rnaxinlurn value inversely proportional to the radius of the 

particle. Coarser particles should therefore more readily permit activation 

of secondary slip. However in order to 1.mdcrstand more of how the cell 

structure actually develops, a review of observations of softening and the 

concomn1itant detailed mechanisms proposed in the literature of single 

phascrnaterials is essential. 

The detailed mechanisni. of the reduction of the flow stress is 

generally assigned to the production of dislocation dipole arrays from the 

existing structure. Such arrays have negligible long-range internal stress ' 

fields, as the individual fields are almost self-cancelling for pairs of dis 

locations of opposite signs. The increase of the primary dipole density thus 

decreases the smn of the contributions to ihe flow stress. Apart frorn direct 
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observations of increased dipole densities during- fatigue s oftcning 

{Huggard (1970)), it is interesting to note that their production rnay be 

assisted sirnply by the release of the applied stref;s. Mughrabi (1968) 

observed no prirnary dipoles in unidirectionally strained copper single 

crystals irradiated in the stress-applied state to pin the substructure 

for exarnination. On this basis cyclic strain 'Nill inevitably produce dipole 

configurations, and the fundamental sub0tructures in fatigue should be 

dipole-bcis ed. Two rr1echan!sms have been proposed for dipole forrnation. 

The first (Gilrnan (1962)) requires the jogging of a screw dislocation at 

an obstacle; the jog is sessile and continued mover:nent of the screw, 

followed by constriction, for exarn.ple prior to cross-slip, would produce a 

pair of edge dipole loops. Pairs of dipoles are not generally observed 

ho\vcver, and the second n-icchanism, due to Tetelrnan (1962) is rnuch DJ.ore 

attractiYc. It involves the re-orientation of lengths of two non-colinear 

glide dislocations on parallel glide planes, along a corn1non direction, followed 

by pinching-off. Only one m.:ixed dipole is produced by this process, which 

can readily occur in reversed strain, and, according to Bullough and 

Sharp (1965), not (mly is the force perpendicular to the glide plane for the 

initial configuration quite appreciable, but the co1nponent in the cross -slip 

plane, required for constriction, is significant. The process should be 

easier in f. c. c. materials rather than b. c. c. materials according to thcs e 

authors because the ratio of the area of potential cross-slip plane to the 

area of glide plane is greater in the forrner lattice. 

In the present two-phase syste1n dipoles rn.ay easily be generated 

on the prinJ.ary systenJ. from the shear loops, which will either be annihilated, 

by loops of opposite sign 1or repelled and distended in the glide plane by 

loops of the sarnc sign. To what extent dipoles would be produced by distension 

of pris1n.atic loops on secondary systems is not clear. It is possible that 

interactions with forest obstacles would be weak; Huggard did observe an 
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unchangt~d secondary (for esi) density during fatigue softening. 

It is instructive to exarnine the resulting cell-wall structure 

and to con1pare the properties of cyclically forrn.ed cells \Vith those 

of cells produced by unidirectional deformation. The principal habit 

plane of the cell walls dcterrn.ined in this investigation was the ·fll2} plane. 

The details of the \Vall structures are strikingly sin1ilar to these obtained 

from analyses of stable nehvorks. Li (1963) has detcrrn.ined that fourteen 

of the eighteen stable networks forrned in b. c. c. rnetals have { uzj 

habit plancf:;, although· only t\vo of thcs e are of twist configuration. The 

overall rotation axes determ.ined for th.es c configurations could not be 

correlated \vith the present n1easurem.ents which are unlikely to represent 

stable networks, but typical angles of tilt or twist measured are of the 

saff1e order as the values calculated from Li 1s expressions for tvvo orthogonal 

spacing. If 9 

h = spacing of second s ct of dis locations
2 

k , k are constants
1 2 
-3 

then for h= 3005\.' e is typically 4 x 10 radians for a hvist wall. The 

observed inisorientations are very rnuch s1naller than in cell structures 

produced in unidirectional deforination, at least for dis locations of the 

sam.e net sign, such as were determined by Steeds (1966) during stage III 

hardening of copper single crystals. In the absence of particles of a second 

phase, the obsta.cles promoting both cyclic hardening and unidirectional 

hardening appear to be similar, according to the activation volume 

n~easureIY1ents of Kettunen and Kochs (1969). Such obstacles, described as 

forest obstacles by Steeds, are any dislocations threading the glide plane. 

Cons equcntly as the secondary dislocation density in a single crystal increases 

the unidirectional hardening increases. In cyclic deformation, however, 

http:forrn.ed
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the forrr1;1Jiu;1 of a cell structure frorn prin1.ary clipoh:s can occur ,-...:ithuut 

fund;:r).11cnLally d:i:LCcrcnt fron1 tbat of cells fonned in uniclircd:ional cJc£or

rnation, being nJ.uch Jower. 

Tbe di~~1oc<dions accun1nlate to :fornJ. cell structui.·es with 

a ppr oxirnzi tely self-- cancelling rn:is ori cntations, at least over a r:.nwU 

nur:nber of cell diamders in either type of ckforrnatiori. \Vhilst jn r:;ingle 

phase m2.~:erials ihis can be accon1plisbcd by ol)stacles of oppcr>ite sign, 

since by stage HI the secondary s1ip distance ic; srnan U:>teeds, loc. cit.), 

in two phaf;e rnateria.ls the contint1:ity requircn-1cnt ensureE that once a 

cell builds cip fron1. geurnetrically n';cessary dislocations tha.t rcgior; of the 

crystal 1_,ecorr1es effectively dead, and further cell forrnation producc;J a 

co111patible opposite rotation of the lattice. This har; been dcrnonsi:rated 

to h(~ triH' 1-iy Rnss€:1J and Ash1>;l (Joe. cit.) in Al-· Cu at higher unidirectional 

strains. One fllrther observation is of interest here; the cell structures 

fornJ.ecl in 1nonotonic deforn:1zition of iron single crystzils contain internal 

mis orientations within the \Valls, according to Ikeda (1970), between a core 

mu1tipole network, and an outer tangled periphery, containing a high density 

of active prin1.ary edge dislocations. This type of structure cm.1ld continue 

to grow, and would usefully represent the interrnediate structures observed 

in the pr es ent investigation of series QA (y) 60, where large tangles 

rather than cells developed into saturation, with little cyclic softening, but 

exhibiting no net 1attice rotation across the crystal. Such a structure 

might require stabilising by local constraints such as strain-ageing, which 

would also explain the lack of cyclic softening associated with its formation. 

Although no explicit account m.ay be given for the kinetics of cyclic 

softening frmn the present results, a basis for the influence of particles of 

a second phase on the initiation of softening is established. To initiate the 

process of dipole forrnation the particles rnust be large enough, or the strain 

an1.plitude sufficiently high to activate slip sys terns irreversibly, generating 

dislocation structures with negligible long range stress es. To outline 

http:rnateria.ls
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glmcraJ.Jy the irJflnc:ncc oJ particle spa.cing is 1nore difficult; if secondary 

f>lip is ir:iti<YLcd, then ;.;ccording to the AshLy rnodcl the CL1T1onnt of cyr:Ec 

sofi:en~ng shoulcl incrc1H~ as the p<Lrtjclc spcccing increases, ji_rnt a1.: irt 

n1011otonic de{on-i-:1.clhon tl1c \\·ork-haruening c1ccrca~;cs. 011 01:i.s l;aE>is the 

p<lrti cle spacing dcterrnines the local cunstr;:1 int on the ,,ub::>tructural build-up, 

lirn.iting the f·,]ip c.li:o;tdncc, and hence the scale of the strLtctu:r:e. Ifonc{~ in 

a fine dispcn.ion, less cychc sofLcnjng is expected; the cxtrenic regularity 

of the cell structure observed in series QA (y + (/) 25/60 oJ the present 

investigation i;; an indication of such a constrz~i11t. In the exLrernc case, 

series QA (y ·h><) ?,5, not only is jt ncccs::;ary to raise the strain arnplitude 

to initi;:i,tc the procesr.;ec of sofi:cni.ng, but the constraints are apparent1y so 

severe that the networks thai do form are very closely related to tb•:o 

particle morphology indeed. 

Ashby m.odcl is scarce. As ~>hown by \Yoo et AL (1970), however,in 1nore 

ideal cases, such as coppcr-alurnrna alloys containing a fine dispersjon of 

incoherent particles, fatigue hardening is possible at lo\v strain an.lpHtudc::i. 

The rate of hardening is significantly lower than for pure copper r.luring 

unidirectional hardening. It is not possible to corn.pare the obs crvations 

in detail with the present results, not only because of the single crystal 

technique used by Woo et Al, but also because the internal oxidation technique 

us eel by these authors resulted in a biJnodal particle distribution. In single 

crystals and polycrystals of Al-Cu, precipitation hardened to give particles 

of differing sizes, spacings and coherency, Park et Al. (1970) have observed 

a similar influence of particle size and spacing on cell forr:nation in fatigue 

to the p:::esent investigation, but considered only the effects on fatigue life, 

and then princjpally in terrns of interfacial coherency strains; the fatigue 

life dirninished as the coherency deer eased, but increas eel again for fully 

incoher cnt pr ecipitatcs obs crvcd to constrain the cell structure as in the 

http:sofi:cni.ng
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tioL. 

begin to soltc,--' a<; r:q_oidly dur:i.r:.;:; :~rn 1)SCCll'-Ci 1_t fatigue ;1r:; n:1a·icrial ;:;irnply 

quenched and 3-f~:cd. The cfiect wa~> n:1orc n1a:dced on <t[(cing at a _107,; 

ternpcraLtrc than at a higb tc1nperaturc. Th)~-; retarc1ai:icm of sc:.fi:enine 

is attrib:_1tcd to _;-i1i[; of il1c S\Vc1ged S'Ll1~JstrllCttlrc, citl),Cr lJ;r c1iscrete 

})l"eci1Jjtc~tion or a se:n1-i,,cor1ti1-ruu11s z:-ttrr1of')IJl)(~_rc of solute ato11ts ~;~>Eocictted 

with tbe ihr·ec--dir:c.u1::.ional diE;:location array. No significant difference 

jn tl1c rate of s oftcn;ng r clativc to the rate in quench- aged rnatcr:i ;:;ls was 

detected, and the eventual sah:.rC1.i:ion condi~:ion occu1·T cd at a sh: cs s 

an1plituc1e \Vithin the range o:C satuTab on values observed. In the <:~r!S cnce 

of a detailed undcrst<;nding of the ki1Hctics of soften:i_ng, it is pointless 

to specn}2te-upon the di:fferencen between rates of soitcning in series QSA 240 

important. Feltner and Laird (19t,7) have used strain--rate sensitivity 

measurcrnents in copper and Cu- 7. 5% Al to derive activation volmncs in a:n 

atten1pt to distinguish the rate controlling process for each inode oJ:' slip, 

but the problern in analysing differing systerns such as these is to n1ake 

n1eas ur ernents of rr1odificationo to sirnilar initial substructures. Because 

the defonned pre-strain structures were not si1nilar in the two n1aterials 

these results are not reliable. 

In the present investigation, the nature of the initial unpinning may 

be important in deterrn_ining the efficiency of thcrn1al-n:1echanical pre-treatment. 

In the investigatjcms of Neun1ann (1969), pre-strained copper single 

crystals subjected to a controlled, increasin;:; cyclic applied stress an1plitudc, 

responded \vith bursts of cyclic strain of increasing an:1plitude occurring at 

regular intervals. This behaviour, of cyclic softening in bursts, the 

author attributed to catastrophic unpinning of dislocations on a local s calc, 

but sirnultaneously throughout the crystal in regions of a11alogmis dislocation 

configuration (and hence flow strcs s ). Cyclic softening of a pre-strained 
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subs1:ruc1nre could then ckpc11cl sensitively on the pinni:ug :=-:lrcngth of tlu: 

structure, in tcrrns of its orientation ;:rnd tbe dc11f;ity of defects in its 

vicin:ity. The onset of discernible sofLcni:ng in <l inaterjal \vould thc11 

depend o:n the: di~;fributiun of pinning ::d:rcngths i.n the lTl'lterial.. This 

description conipl:i cat es :inierpr etab 011 of the ir,jt:ial hardening 1_· es pens..:: 

freqt1ei1iJy obs crved :in the pr es ent investigation inrticular ly \Vhen the 

pre-strained struc1;urc~ is exhausted of work-hardening capacity; for this 

reason, and because of delays in the jnitial respor,sc of tbc recording d.c:vice, 

tbc staJiiE2ed sLrcss arnpJituc:e u~~ed for norrr1alising data was t.:i.kcn at the 

end of the iniL<d tram>i ent. 

One further in1portc:~11t obs crvation in the pres er"t work \Vas of 

the conditions governing the uniforrnity of strain distribution within the 

structure. It was apparent that in the very finest distri.tn1tions of parijcles 

regions of intensive slip activity could be induced, but only :Jy local or 

in the literature as charnH~ls, were observed by T. E. M. to consist 

probably of glide planes containing fairly large active densities of 

dislocations, and are rotationally rnisoriented about two parallel suh

boundaries forrned by the braiding of dis locations about consecutive 

particles lying along the boundaries. The projected dimensions of the 

channels were not significantly different fronl. the interparticle spacing in 

the glide plane, so there is little justification for assigning the observed 

contrast to an absorption effect). e. to the denuding of the glide plane 

of particles. The rnis orientations could not be detected by selected area 

diffraction with the diffraction apertures available, but wouid be self-cmnpen

sating. The contrast would then be due to an orientation effect, and the thin 

platelets of carbide jmnJ.ecljately above and below the bundle of active glide 

planes ·.vould be out of contrast in sorne reflexions permitting resolution of 

the glide dislocation structure, since unless the particles are at oblique 

angles to the foil norrnal they arc visible only by strain field contrast, rather 
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than al:sorptjon co-nh~ast. Jn oth<::r reflexions ,contrast in the d1;:;,n:~1elf, 

could j;1 fact ':e \veakly re::;o1vccl, c01r1ing fr01-x1 :,oth particles and dii;loc;::-

ti oni~. 

The cn1bcyo structLues o~;served belovv the fr~H:turc surface 

then reprc~~(ont the 1Juild-up of the n1isorientationji. e. of the sub--bou11daries. 

Once th(~ rnateria] beg.i.ns to cyc]jcally soften in such a region,slip will :H: 

e11banced OYl sEp planes con::ajnecl jn the regions of rr1.isorierrL1tion, and. the 

length of the region \Vill increase to as surnc the. zwpc~ct ratio with tb c lo\vest 

associated 1Jack--s1.:r es s, the lateral extent only being constrained :-,y the 

interparhclc spacing. It will. thus appear elongated and narro'.v, like a 

srnzdl twin. Follo\ving Friedel (19 64 ), the back strcs s in the centre of a 

platelet of thick.nes s t, and dian1etcr D, deforrned to a shear strain y is 

_J!.0J:__ where ,v, is the shear rnodulus. 
i.D " 

If t "'' 0. 1y.n1. and D = 40 .J"-In, then even if all the shear strain 

is confined to th cs e regions (y = O. 02 in the high a1npliticle cxperirncnt) ~ 

"'C rv 300 psi ( 2 x 10-l MN/n}) vd-1ich is hardly sufficient to explain 

the observed softening of 10% of the original flow stress. 

It is concluded fron1 the foregoing that the description of cyclic 

softening in terrns of channel fonnation by the shearing and reversion of 

precipitates, clue to McGrath and Bratina (1967) is inapplicable to iron-iron 

carbide in fatigue. No evidence of shearing of particles could be obtained 

in the present investigation, and there appears to be no valid reason why 

particles should accun.J.ulate dis locations in one region of the crystal, yet 

be sheared sufficiently to redissolve in another. Furtherrnore, McGrath and 

Bratina (1970) failed to detect channel fonnation in an iron-copper alloy 

containing copper r:i ch zones, fatigued at a suitably high strain amplitude; 

nor did they find any evidence of shearing of particles. Channel form.ation 

http:beg.i.ns
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is Hiercfcrf' believed to require iniLc:,l dislocai!ci:n acc1.1nn1latic,1 in a fi11ely 

chc:nmc1s in f.:erics QA('{ -J-c;<-)25 in the present :invcstiga'-ion, The inti:ccluction 

of a strain gradient ahead of a cracl;:, or a rnacruscopjc E;tra}n an1ph1u.dc 

increase \Va.s required to produce such localiz0ticm o:f su1J~:tructural dc\·clop·

ment. 

The instability of a fatigued cell-su1)struchue m1dcr tensile O'.'crstrain 

has been related in this thesis to the breakdmvn of tbe structure :Jeyoncl 

the original irnpos ed units of cyc]j c strain arnpliiudc. This results in Cl 

period of low initial \vork-hardc:ning and is directly arialogous to the 

1 . - 
.:_J,lJt_";i:.> 

propagating across the surface of an overstrained copper single crystal .fatigued 

to develop a localized cell-Jike substructure, and to the resuJts of Ncmnann 

{1969), who, by interrupting an increasing-stress fatigue test and OY(orstraining 

the crystal at any point just prior to the next strain burst response, obtained 

similarly, long straight slip lines and very low rates of work hardening over 

strains of up to five percent. 

To account for the low rate of work hardening and the locali7.ation of 

strain observed in the present investigation, two general types of n1odcl may 

be considered. The first type requires that som.c additional obstacle be 

produced during fatigue which suppresses the rate of work-·hardening such 

as point defects, which contribute significantly to the thennal cornponent 

of the flow stress. If, following Friedel ((1961) p. 274) the defect concentration 
4 2

is described by C ,...., 10- £ , where s is the plastic strain a1nplitude used 

then C ,._, 10-lO defects/atomic volume, corresponding to a rnean spacing of 

-· 5
/'-' 10 crn between defects in iron in the present cxperin1cnts. Forernan 

(1968) com.puted that the interaction between rigi<l obstacles randmnly 
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distrihutcd, and a glide cJi:"locccition wonld be 

\vhcrc Lis the cbstaclc spac:iug, provided
1. 75L 

the obstacle radius V < L. 
3

whence as an u.ppcr hound !irnit of the pres cnt case l' ,,._, 7 x l 0 p. s. i. 
H 

2
(50 1ViN/rn ) iJ no defects collzq)roe and coz,lcsce as loops, and the de.Peets 

are rigid aDd irnrno1Ji1e. fo a inore realistic estirnatc, for a cel1 wall 

of 0. 5° hvist niisoricntation, i:he shear f:irain accon1n1oclctted, '{ r~• O. 009c 

requires a dislocation spa cine; h in the wall of b/y, where bis the Burgers 

vector of the constituent dislocations, so tha.t h crn., as is 

observed by T. E.1\1. If \Ve use the appropriate e::;;:pref>Sio:n for the passing 

stress at an obstacle 

3 
5 J:: l 0 p . ~ • ~ " 

!-I 

Regardless of the detailed nature of the obstacle, tb_ereforc, its 

attrition would significantly reduce the hardening; furthennorc cyclic 

softening could :)e produced by the destruction of such obstacles progressively. 

Indeed, Makin (1967) has explained cyclic softening in neutron-irradiated 

copper single crystals by the destruction of defects in localized channels. 

The second type of rnodel depends on the saturation substruc:ture 

being intrinsically unstable to overstrain. To rnodel this instability jn a 

polycrystal would require an accurate knowledge of the distribution oi Burgers 

vectors in the cell structure; clearly during polyslip it would be very difficult 

to describe the process. The rn_odel outlined below is developed qualitatively 

therefore for a sirnplified cell \Vall geometry, but should be capable of 

verfication by obs crvation of the overstra:in response of fatigued single 

crystals. It is based on the well docurn~entcd evidence that whereas in 

unidirectional cleforn1ation in stages II and JJJ dislocations of opposite sign 

accumulate only over appreciable distances, so that pri1nary arrays give rise 
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to obc3crv::1blc X-ray· astcri~3ff1 or n1i13orientatio11 contrast in TE.l'v1, in 

fatigue they tencl to p:::ir ap at the loc<c'l level, tCJ iurrn enhanced prirnary 

di po} c dcn3 ities. There is cons idcrablc anciJlia:ry and indirect evidc:n cc 

to support TI:"::lvI obsE·rvatioru; in the latter case. Huggard (1970) detected 

a deer ec.1 s c in Lau c <:;f'tcrisrn a ccornpan ying cyclic s oftcning of fatigued 

pre-strained single crystab of copper .. Stored cncr gy 1nearni.rcnl.ents rnade 

by Halford (1966) revealed a decrease in stored energy irnrncdiatcly upon 

reversal of pla.shc ~~train during each cycle of fatigue so:fter;ing of cold-

worked copper. In recovery experirncni:s after large tensjJe and srnall 

reversed SlTctin<':, Hargreaves et AL (1963) dctec:tcd decreases of up to soc;;~, 

in the stored cner gy after reversal of ~;train. Although these results could 

be interpreted in tenns of defect annihilation, co;ic01nn1itant density changes 

observed in the 13.tter caEe rnight be better attributed to total core vohml.e changes 

rri.,, r'\ r-1.; .,,.,, ~ 1 ,-., l-.. """ C' ,,.... ,.::i "\'""'\"\ r-.. rl fl 1 
..... ..l.L........ ... .......... J."' ..._,, .._......... :... ... <....4 ~~· --~ ,...._ }.,_ .J. .... ,,_, ,__................. 


does explain the stored energy decrease qualitatively. 

Following Li (1963) a sirnple twist boundary of a cross grjd of 

screw dislocations is unstable mechanically by the pulling out of one screw 

dislocation, for which the stress perpendicular to the boundary is required to 

l:!,bbe at rnost where his the spacing of the dislocations, or by the
Zh 

emission of a sjngle loop of djslocation fornl. intcrsectional pinning points; 

again the required stress is ,...... JA-b/Zh. Neither event would result in 

catastropbic destruction of the boundary or defornl.ation of the boundary as a 

whole. 

The only other rnode of instability is disintegration by self-elimination 

of each set of dis location conl.posing it; if the boundary is thennally stable 

this is unlikely. The fatigued boundary is likely to consist of crossed grids 

of dipoles, however. The stability of the boundary, now consisting of pairs 

of dislocations of opposite sign in close proximity is then severely reduced 

with respect to stresses on the slip plane, according to Li (1964). He 

consjders the sirnple case of a screw dipole, and shows that two interior 
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dislocatior;r; rnoving against each ann of the cJjpole will always cxs}·t 

a fsn·cc on the dipole s1Jffic:icnt to clccmnposc iL, and rcionn. a~; two widely 

s cpara': r>d <hpoles. Thcr e is thus no equilibrinnl. configuration, i. e. o.f 

maxirn.urn attrcicbve force or rr1ininmrn Gibbs free energy, for t\vo dipo]es 

on parallel pLrn('S. Co1nputer calcuJ.at:l.ons .for the sta1)ility of a.n individual 

dipole :in an infinite dipole array, and for edge dipoles in si1nilar arrays 

reveal Hut the introduction. of additional clis}ocationc; ahNays results in the 
fJ.b 

stress required to decornpose the dipoles being less than -'~Zh-- by"'· 
21-ry

factor proportional to cosh ---·--- where y is the separation of the slip- x 
planes and x tbe interaction distance. Hence as y bec01nes srnall the approach 

distance x of a dislocation en1.ittcd hy sorne source within the CCJnfinc'> o.f a 

cell, and required to initiate decornposition of the wall increases. Thus for 

fatigue dipole arrays where y is quite srnall the activation of a source during 

Neun1.ann (1969) as the passing strcsB rnay dccre2se to a few percent of the 

value jJ,b/2h required for arrays o.f the sarn.e sign; after breaking d0\\'11 the 

wall dislocaEons are rnore randomly distributed so that a large series of 

local events \Vill produce cont~iderable extensions, with very little associated 

work-hardening occurring. The regirne of reduced work harden:irig rate at low 

tempe:ratu.res, observed by Keh and Weissman (1962) in iron, cHsplays an 

analogous break- do\vn proccs s; cell structures formed at romn te1nperaturc 

in unidirectional behaviour modify in subsequent low temperature deforrna·cion 

apparently by unpinning of wall segments. N eun1.ann, loc. cit. i depicted the 

process inore as a series of local events rather than Luders instabilities even 

in single crystals with no second phase obstacles. The observed geon1etry of 

cell walls is certainly suitable for this process; fer a dislocation spacing of y 

= 300.R in the plane of the cell \Vall, the spacing of dis locations perpendicular to 
0 

the plane of the wall is probably sirnilar as the dipole is stable in a 45 

configuration. According to Li 1 s calculation for the interaction of two screw 
1- 2 

dipoles the force on the dipole tending to split it is > '1"'_2_ for spacings
4 ny 
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0 
perpcndicn]:c r tn the plane of < L'.:OOA. The \Valls shou]d -thus easily 

clecornpcwc once;:: f~ouTce is ac·:iv;;.t.::cl, for ]jtLle contribution froff~ rhc 

appl:i eel str cc:;; \VO\Jld eve11 be requi :red. Tbc proposed confir,uraLiu;~1 us cd 

in tbe n1odc1 and the val'i;:d:ion of L.ic force on the dipole with the dipole 

widt:1 (alter Li (1964)) is sho\vn in Fignre lCi. 

'To test the dor:ninancc of either an obstacle or E.;:d.nratj on dis location 

nei\vork rnstab:iJHy:in the reductimi of work-hardening capacity after 

fatigue 1strain rate ch<lnge tests over one decade were carried out 1H~fore 

fatigue)r:ind ;1fter fati[;ue during overstrain through the lo\v \vorL--b-:i1·c1ening 
. . ;:, ln ~I 

regirnc~i21 iurnace cooled specirnens. The strain rate sens itiv1ty., (---::;--1-:~-) LJ. ..,1 I. 

increased orcly slightly fro111 O. 96 to O. 97. Here -r was the flow strcrrn, and 

~ the applied strain rate. Clearly such a difference is not signific2u1t and 

suggests tbat there is little contribution to the therrn;:il cornponent of the 

flow str cs~:; during the OV(:rstrain pr aces s, fron1 eaf>ily activated obstacles 

such as point defects, clusters or fine lool)S, produced during fatigue. Vv e 

are therefore justified accordingly in considering in detail alternative 

processe&, and the rnodel described above is not only suited to the overstrain 

case but also to modifications to the cell size by strain a111plitudc changes 

during saturation. It m.ay al.so indicate the mesh length>activated during 

reversible non-linear elastic bov1ing of dislications
1 
to acconl.rn.odate strain 

during fatigue dcforrn.ation, although in this case it nl.ust be necessary to 

estirnate the effects of local pinning at wall intersections or by fl elute or after 

defect configurations. A simplistic calculation of the average distance x 

moved by a dislocation in a wall network to acco111modate an applied shear 

strain y = 0. 003 in the present investigation where p, the dislocation density 

io14 3
equals 3. 6 x /cm (resulting from a simple cubic cell structure consisting 

of walls of two perpendicular sets of dislocations of the experin1cntally 

o'bserved spacing (300.~ ))gives;= y/pb ,.._, 3 x 10
-2 

A 
9 

which is clearly 

ridiculous. Obviously, if this Jnechanis 111 is to be app1 ica1Jlc a s111aller 

proportion of sources rnust be activated at any given stress level. Even m 
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Figure 16. Breakdown of a dipole array (after Li (1964)). 
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ovcrstrain hovJcver, strain c<:1J1 easily tJ(~ borne by 111ovcn1entfi of chslucat:ions 

over dir3~ances ]cs;; th~.::n the cell din1cnsions, as the nurnbcr of potent~al 

so1.1rccs is c\.ridej·1tJy adccru~:itcJ-y }1_.i_gl1. 

5. 4 lvLacroc' co:)ic Der: crintions 
----~-..--. -«·--'---~-~- --- ·~-- .......... ~-----· 


By conr:idering a f_;yE;ten1 consiE;ting of hvo clcrne:nb~ of different 

area:> 1n series (r~o tbat the lo<.;,d on each elerncnt is cqu~1lL)VlcCEr,tock 

( 1963 ) hat' sbo-v;n that during cycling at conr;;L'lnt toLil strain arnplitudc, 

the difference in strain borne bchvcen each f:lernent tends to increase 

exponentially as cyclic straining continues. The systen1 had a sirnple 

invari<:;ni work-hctrdening coefficient h, proclucjng linear hardening, and 

a constant Bauschinge1· effect ratio b. At stress levels S :;;o h necking 

install1 J :it:v occurs: ii :'.i > /h_(.!1-!1) th<='. lrrictinn;:l I incrr\;:1RP 111 s1--r;-1i11 dii.1e·r~c_.1·1cr-·~ 
•y 'r: s2 - - h ( h- b) J1 .. _c_l o"-'~--per eye] c ----- - - ·~· ··-hz--=52-·- is very large \vhilst even at

&c dn 
~-,---· 1 _-~o": _lower stress leveJs .·:_; </h~h--b) deforrnation is still unstable as = oc dn 

is still increasing. In a real material fatigued at low 
2

h (h-b) - s
stress or strain arnplitude the rate of strain hardening is not constant. but 

deer eases tO\,var els the Baus chinger coefficient value; the third expression is 

applicable in the present investigation, and as an indication of the inevitability 

of instability propagation we will consider typical data for the furnace cooled 
5 

condition. Here h decreases fron-i an initial value of "" 5. 8 x. 10 psi to 
4 5 

,.., 4 x 10 psi after fatigue. Taking b constant and equal to 1. 5 x 10 psi, the 
5 4 .

value of JTJ)1-l)-) drops fron1 ,_, 5 x 10 psi to ,_J 7 x 10 psi. Under these 

conditions the stress S < J-I-l(F;::.-1;)' but the difference of the sq~arcs is 

decreasing. One description of fatigue softening is therefore the growth of an 

instability defined as the difference in strain between elenl.ents of the material. 

McClintock's model is of course only qualitative and appJj cable only 

to inacros copic sources of instability progressing right through the material, 
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in p<Ht.icular to the plasiic zone abcztc1 o.f a grcw;iing fatigue crack. Nevertheless, 

liiUe straj11 har<'lc:ni_1;g capacity vvill not resist fatigue cracJ: pro1;agatic);1 

adccrL1 a·[cly, \vithoui resorting to deta:iJcd diE;]ocation s11bstrucinral 

1noc"l_cls. 

Experini•:ntal evicL·ucc for the fundan1cntal irnportzn•_cc of \'/Ork-

hardening capacity has been obtained by J<J.esnil and LuJ;:;ts (19()7), in annealed 

low carbon steels, who dis covered that an 21Y1p:i rica} des crip~i0;1 of the 

initjal cyc:Ec softening under stress an1p1itude cc:nt1:ol)n tennB c•f the 

spreading of plastic :;;ones through the specjr:n_en Liclow the rnacro:c-copic 

yield poini, cou12 also be accurately applied to su1·JS equent cyclic hardening 

to saturation. Since theil' description V-/a:c; based on a linear activation of 

plastic sources but also on an exponential developrncnt of s Jjp with cycling 

within each plastic zone. it was equ-iv;:ileni: tn i-l1P dPsr-riph.oT! ,.r 1'.1cCl:~l-:'to:-:l:, 

albeit for control oJ stress rather tban strain arnplitudc. 

There js good reason, therefore, to investigate-: source models of 

transient fatigue processes, saturatio11 and residual \vorlc-hardcning, since a 

basic microsca1einstability developed at rnany points in the crystal should 

according to the above considerations be capable of producing tnacroscopic 

instability by simple geornetrical s pr ea.ding, in materials poss es sing insufficient 

strain-hardening capacity to dissipate local paJ:titioning of strain. Thus 

_crack proptxagation by side branching under stress intensificalion in shear 

bandE; shoul<l)n principle,be controlled by the work hardening du:ring shear 

defonnation,as can lie seen by the development of the Coffin-Jvfanson law 

given by Tomkins (1968) in terms oi fundamental rnaterial para1neters. 

http:dPsr-riph.oT
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CHAPTEP. 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

(>. 1 S1_:!::~2-~-:?...:::~r y 

From_ a f;tudy of polycrystalline iron, containing variou~; 

distributions of carbide particles, subjected to controlled J.ow--arnplitude 

cyclic straining, it was dei:errn_ined that the eHect of particle size upon 

the devcloprnent of fatigue substructures lay in the influence of particles 

of a s ccond phas c on the accurr1ulation of dis locations. A qualitative 

description of this influence, and of tb c influence of the m.agnitude of the 

applied strain arnplitude has been developed to explain the occurrence of 

cyclic softening i11 these n1aterials based on the r equir en1cnts of continuity 

in plastically inhomogeneous n1aterials. No detailed model of the softening 

process itself could be proposed frorn the present results, though an effect 

of particle spacing was observed. 

Comparis ans of the observed saturation substructures were n1ade 

with unidirectional structures of corresponding scale, in tern1s of the 

detailed configuration and the associated lattice rotations. It was concluded 

that the characteristic sin1plicity of the cyclic structure was a cons cquence 

of the high prinl.ary dipole density, corn.pared with the low secondary and forest 

density, producing very much lower rates of work-hardening in a fatigued 

structure than during the original unidirectional deformation of the rnaterial. 

As the polycrystalline case is cornplex, it was not pas sible to separate 

the contribution of second pha.s e particles to the observed accunl.ulation of 

dislocations at saturation, from the overall matrix continuity requirements. 

By considering inacroscopic instability criteria in conjunction 

with observations of the stability of the fatigued structure during tensile 
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overstrain, a nl.odel describing ir1i.cro-scalc instabilities as the acbvc:ti021 

of pctentjally unsi:al)lc d]slocat.Lcm f;c;nrcc;3 in the r;aturatio~1 c;ub~d:rur:·i11rc· 

has been proprn;ccl consistent vvitb the present and other rc:·ults. 

Further obs crvations h;;_,vc Leen rnadc of the efficiency of tl,errnal

inechanical pre--trcz-.trncnt in retarding cyclic softening 0£ deCorrncd 

substructures subjected to _fatigue. 'J~hcse results have been interpreted in 

terrns of precipita1. c constraints. Sarne evidence of strain ageing as a 

contribution to ]ocal constraints of the sulJstructnre has been detected, but 

the relative irnr)ortance of this effect, and its distinction frorn 110l'JT1al agcfrtg 

processes could not be asser:>sed. 

6. 2 Reconwn_endation[-; fer Future ·work 

finely <lispers ed particle distributions, with srnall particle si,,;es and small 

interparticle spacings resist the developrncnt of fatigue substructures \vhich 

characteristically partition the bearing of strain into active and dead regions, 

pern1itting cyclic softening to occur. This is particularly apparent jn coarse 

distributions which soften readily and allow cell structures to build up. 

The resistance of any particle distribution is ho\vever sensitively dependent 

on the applied strain amplitude, and local instalJilities can still aris c, 

such as the slip channels observed in the pr cs ent investigation. 

Evidently, thern1al-mechanical working offers considerable 

opportunity, for exarn.ple in ausforn1ing, to produce strong, pinned substruc

tures. Equally, rn<tter ials such as TRIP steels capable of crack-blunting, 

should dissipate localized dislocation substructural devcloprnent by phase 

transformation. Certainly, HSLA and ferritic stainless steels should be 

exa1nined in a si1nilar manner to the pr es ent investigation to detenninc the 

optinmn1 carbide morphologies for fatigue resistance. 
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There arc sever al critical experin1cnts, hovJever, which sboulc1 

be ?.tternptcd, prefer;:, ~'ly in singlc--ph~-ts e, single crystals, to test s mne of 

the predictions arising frorn the present work. 

(1) To detcnninf'. the saturation strain bearing mechanisn1, 

a single crystal, fatigued to saturation, could be irradiated to produce a 

high concentration of defects, and then fatigued a further half cycle. 

Exarnin<:1tiun by- T. E. lv1. should i·cveal which dislocations inove, and by how 

rnuch, as rnoving dislocations annihilate irradj;:dion in<luc:ed defects, and woulci 

hence leave denuded traces. 

(2) A sirnilar experi1ncnt could be performed for tensile 

overstr2.in to assess the validity of the source n:1oc1'-"l, wl1ich cannot be 

readily correlated with surface slip observations except in single crystals. 

of the softening proccs s in detail, particularly in the deteTrnination of the 

dipole forrnation and the development of cell structures in the content 

of secondary slip. 

In general, further investigation of polycrystalline iron \vith 

finally dispersed carbides is required, in order to: 

{.)
1, determine whether overstrain of such dispersions results in 

channel forn1ation once dislocation accumulation has been initiated. 

(ii) detennine if softening can be induced in very fine dispersions 

by suppressing eras s -slip by fatigue at low tern.peratures. 

Techniques for inore detailed examination of the plastic zone ahead 

of a growing fatigue crack should be developed, such as etch-pitting; 

1naterials resisting fatigue crack propagation could then be inore fundamentally 

assessed. 

http:overstr2.in
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APPEI~DIX 

The Bau~; chinger Effect in Two Phas c .J:vlatcrials 

Al. Jntroduc~j on 

\Vben a crystalline soljd is pre-strained under a partietil<tr 

stress systern, and then restrajned under a diifcrent stress systern, the 

. ' ,absolute value of tbc yield stre~rn in the restrained in?ci:eria] J.S l'CCt'LlCe.n. 

A degree of pern1.anent softening is observed indicating that work-h<irdeni:ng 

proccs s es are 1nodi£ied in the r e\ce:i.·s c direction of straining. Tb: effect 

was firrd: observed by Bauschhiger (1886). 

of various 1naicri<ds were o1)tained by Buckley and Enhvhi~;tle ( lS 56) using 

torsj on of thin \valJcd cylinders, which bear approxim.ately unifor;n cros :o ··· 

sectional strains, after the rnethod of Woolley (1953). By apply:i:ng a Taylor 

factor of 3.1 to polycrystalline data, these investigators sho\';c-d that tJ1e 

greatest Bauschinger effect occurs in single crystals during easy glide, 

for single phas c rn.aterials. The textural and grain boundary b~·ck-sb~es s cs 

bec01ne si gniiicant in polycrystals only at higher equivalent strains. The 

effect was detected according to \Voolley' s definition of the Baus chinger strain, 

modified to include the anisotropy of unloading, as the deviation of the rcvei·se 

shear stress-shear strain ..:.urve from the elastic line of the pre-strain curve, 

at a fixed stress level. Such a definition is unsuited to c01nparisons of 

materials of different elastic inocluli and docs not take explicit account of 

work-hardening. 

Wilson (1965), used a similar experimental technique on single 

an cl two-phase rnater:ials, but used a definition of the effect has eel on the 

Al 
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ratio of tbe flow stresses which de;;ignatcE; the wo1·k-bardening in the rnaterial. 

He found tliat the effect sz~turaied above 11/2 to 2'% reversed :::i:rain, .h'1ving 

its grcc:.te~'t vah:<e in tv/o-phas c alloyro with high v0Jun1e fraction::; of 

precipitate, particularly if the particle size were sn1all; tbc effect of 

particle spacing wzi.s nl.ucb lef: s nl.arkcd. Af> a s erni··quantitativ(c: rne<:1surc

rnent of the inLcl'nal strain re1naining after reversed straining, the X-·ray 

line peak shifts detected ;yy diffractorn.ctry were used to calculate tl1e rc~~i.ch.1.<J.l 

E
back stress ~.: = c (---~) v.·here C is the resjdual lattice str;:}.11 

x x 1- \} x 
measured by the line shift. This stress was found to be a linc'Ll' function 

of thc pcrn1anent softening streE;s incren1ent. Furtherrnore the rneasur<'~d 

lattice residual strain saturated at a sin-1ilar pre--strain to the nJ.::ccroscopic 

Baus chinger effect. 

Abel a.n<l Ham (1966) investigated the effect in single crystals of 

,..., ...M(i1 ,-.. ___ ____ .L_. __ •., __ , ,.--... __ ·--~--- Tl-.,.~.1 ____ ---- ·-~ -- All --- ... • .. _•.J___ _J___ --· 

~-'),_J.-·-:i:. ;u \.JU. \....UJJ.i..-<.:t.,.lJl.Ulb \....-lUJ..U.LCl. --J.. .l t.:;;Uf..U..Ll /...JVl.lCQ V.1. \] 1JLt~\......Ll..JJ.l..O..l-\:."-i".'"J5 u.. 0i.11g 

the reverse yield stress in tension-conl.pression tests to rneasure its 

magnitude. They found increases in pr es train and decreases in test temper

ature increased the m.agnitude of the Bauschinger effect suggesting that 

cross-slip rnight be in-1portant to the relief of back-stresses built up at 

second phase obstaclN;. A decrease in coherency or stacking fault energy 

also jncreas ed the effect. 

Numerous investigations of the effect have 1Jeen carried out in 

steel3, i"or it is detrimental to the strength of fabricated components. Hoff 

and F':ischer (1958) took specinl.ens frmn badly bent girders which required 

cold straightening; they found the effect was highly anisotropic, being 

detecto.ble on re-straining at srnall angles to the direction of pre-stress. 

Kun1akura (19 68) DJ.a de similar observations; he also observed that 

in spheroidized steels the effect was markedly decreas cd, but that higher 

annealing temperatures were needed to effectively reduce it than in 

pearlitic steels. In general, however, recrystallization is neccs s ary to 

completely ren10ve the Bauschinger effect. 

http:str;:}.11
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Janj che _ct__'.::~· (19 65) found that the annealing kinc,tics for r cn1oval 

of tlie eiicct corresponded to recovery of Gu1J~iructc:Tc in s::eel. They 

found'-' larger BauscLinger effect in s1ee1s \'\ith high pc<l:;:lite coii-Lcnts 

than \vit.h low pcarhtc contents, brti.: the effect \vas independent of the 

la111eHar spacing. i'v1ilhgan et al. (19 66) found tb e effcd mor c s cmsi bve 

to n1orphological cbangcs in bainitic steels than in pearlitic or ;_r,artcnf>itic 

steels, using a }1igh stress 4340 r:r:iaterial, althm::.gh the effect a}v,,ays 

saturated at about 21~) pre-strain. Subsequently _Tv1illig::.cn and .Koo (1968) 

related the hardening incre1nent o'L~/cqual to the d1ffercncc bet\vecn the 

fonvard flow stress and the reversed 0. 2% offset yield [>[ress_to t~H~ 
) 

hardening stress deri.ved from the theory of .F.i_d1er et A]. (19"):'.>) for two 

phase materials (d:!s cussed in section A2)and obtained a linear r clatio;-.Jship 

after corrections for hardening in the ferrite ina.tdx had been applied. 

explicitly test the predictions of the theory outliuecl in s cction A2 of this 

appendix. 

The inoi-ivation of the present work V/as to test quantitatively a 

sirnple m.odel of the Baus chinger effect in two phase materials to fully 

assess its physical feasibility. 

A2. Theoretical Basis 

The proble1ns of analysing the Bauschinger effect have been 

elegantly described by Orowan (1958). A real solid does not exhibit true 

Voigt behaviour, i.e. the stress cornponents are 11ot linear functions of strain: 

instead of ,relaxing horn.ogeneously and elastically with time a stress applied 

to a real solid deforms it inhomogeneously, and subsequent relaxation of the 

stress will include a con1ponent of non-linear relaxation, tern:1ed anelasticity by 

ZeEer (1948). Typical inhomogenieties result from. the anistropy of 

http:Tv1illig::.cn
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individual crystals in a polycrysL:d with respect to orientation and yield 

strength, fron1 the restriction of deforrnat:ion to sLp 1)anc1s, and fi·orn. 

p:Lastj c :inhon1og8nic-1 '/ i.11 two-ph;:,;; e rn.atc:ciah;. E;ach of ihec c i;~ hero ogenici:i cs 

is a source of irrtcr:u<"'l sircus, wb.ich on rerrwva.l o:C the appl.iccl stru's \vill 

gen.crate an aniso1ropf with respect: to ~>tres;;; rcverr:al, and thc1·c is no 

sharp dist:inct:i on bet\ve en snch sources, whether they be of rnacros copi c or 

nJ.ic1·os copic scale. TJ1e rnain r cquir en1cnt of a theory of the B01.1s chinger 

effect is fr1 e ability to distinguish which source is n1ost ~.n1portant. 

Back stress ha.rdcning at a barrier in a Taylor lattice should give 

syrnrnetrical unloading, becau~; e of the syrnrnetry of the network, and hence 

no B~"-.us chinger effect. SinJ.ilarly, rnost hardening, in \vhich L01ner·· Cottrell 

locks pr event r cven;5ble slip, would result, under s t:res s re~,'cn>a.l, in the 

destruct) on of the nchvork by cource generation, by the Frank-n.ead n1ccbanif:n:1. 

The prescricc of the effect even in single crystals suggests that Heyn. stresses 

2.re unirnport:ant; more crucially, the difficulty in annealing out the 

Bauschinger effect suggests that fairly large scale inhornogcni<~tics, such as 

those behx;ee:n a slip band and the undeforrned rnatrix, or Lu de rs instability 

in a polycrysta1 cannot be critical to the effect, as they shouJcl be th<ornJal.ly 

sensitive. 

The origin of the strain-·hardening is therefore irr1portant. A back-

stress rnodel provides for pernl.anent softening, i.e. reversed flow at a 

stress consistently less than in the initial direction, by the supplementing 

of the reversed stress by the polarised back stress, but does not provide for 

an intrinsic Baus chinger effect on unloading, as is observed. o:-)stacle hardening 

theories are better, but the degree of irreversibility obtainable is restrictive, 

since persistent hardening of the structure by inters ccting slip process es 

can only be maintained at the expense of irreversibility. 

Orowan therefore invoked his loop-hardening theory. A rather 

specific obstacle distribution, with regions of both high and low obstacle 

density will accun1ulate dislocation loops on stressing in one direction. On 

http:th<ornJal.ly
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ren1oving the stress, local readju~.tn1C'J,1t taLe~' place, so that on reapplying the 

stress in tlH.: rEc\'ersecl direction fJt:grr1cnis arc propelled under both the 

bad.;: ctress of the loop accurnulations, ancl the applied streE:s, \Vhich vvi1l 

therefore be~ lower thetn j}J the forward direction. The l)uj]d up of loops around 

olJsta cles .,. e~c,ults :iT1 cmctinuc<l hardening, but at a lcnver rate than for sirnplc 

barric·r h;:i.rdcning. TJ1f: Bauscliingcr effect should then saturate at s01r1e 

finiLc plidc f;train \\'here the avai);;Jbility o:f slip plane for revers cd glide 

at a rednced :-;tr es:; begins to lie outweighed by the ch:->tribution of 1c>op 

ha:i:denirig. 

The work hardening prol)lern has been treated fm· a sin·1pl-::'. caee, 

that of a rando:::-n d:i~::ribution o.[ rigid ol.)stac]es of circular sectici, in hvo 

dirneM>ious, by Fisher et Al. (1953). To stun the self energies o:C diiiloca.tion 

l.oops accun:mlating abcut these p2rticlcs an analogy \vith th'~ rnagnetic ficJ.<1 

(" 11 • ' ~ I "1 11 J • "1 1 , • ~ ""!• I ~-. I• •'" 

Ul. a l-11.U.l Wll.'(:-; ~uJ.it.lUi....,L.UL \'\1 d;:) Uu<..::u., t..llt.:! 0(...lci..LJl uu.. e l-U CJ.. <.1eL.l.Y\::Cl l.LJ.. ~::il.1.1:.)UL-lUJi 0.L 

loop radi.: was rel<J.ted to the energy surn, <::.nd n1.inirnis cd to g,ive the optirnurn 

annular :radius, which was not a function of the nurnber of loopf>. As sun1ing 

Hie spacing of disloc;:d:ion sources to be large con1.pared to the spacing 

cf accu1nulz;Jcd loops, a uniforrn distribution of particles \vas idHJ\Vn to give 

rise to a hardening stresc increment 

N 3/2't = 3 --~ f where N - nurnber of loops/particle
H h 

R = particle radius 

If we no\v consider the flow stress to consist of two c01nponents, 

'(= +Forward FlO\V 0 

and = -r
Reverse Yield o 

if \Ve allow kincrnatric reversii)ility. Then 

T '\ =Z'L (1)
Fonvard Flow Reverse Yield H 

This hardening stress contained a contribution frorn the single phase inatrix, 
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and should be corrected fort.bis. Thus if we appl'oxirnatc the average 

shear strain due to tlic loops of dislocation buiJ-i up at the sccm~d plia:;c 

1 
y = N for N loops of n1ean radius r, of Burge,·:::, vector b 

2 
N'(then - 3 Gb rn alisolute unih;

H r 

= 6 G y £3/2 (2) 

At any fixed strain y the rclationsliip bet\vcen the corrected hal'Ciening 

stress rr1easured as in cqu<;.iion (1) above, and (Yolurne fraction of f;ccond 

phase)
3/2 

should be linear.with a g:rc-1chent of J? Gy. 

The r:nndel is clearly restricted, both in tbe allowed geornetry 

of t-lw seco11d phase distrjbution and in the spcc:ific rr1echanisn1- of work

l1a rrl0nina
'--' 

11~ F'rl 
-· 

after a few percent deforn1ation can be explained by the br cakdo\vn cf the 

rnechan.isrn., or 1nore specifically, its reversibility, a problem ;:malysed by 

Ashby {1'}70) rn his theory of work--hardening in plastic;:dly inhoniogeJleous 

rnaterials. By considering the continuity requirernents in the material 

Ash1::.y sho·;ved that activation of secondary slip s ysterns was geometrically 

necessary beyond certain li1niting strains. Further analysis of the 

Baus chingcr effect is ho\vever not required since the internal stres f:J es 

producing it, arising fron1- shear loop arrays derived according to the Fisher 

et AL rnodcl, do not contribute further to work-hardening. The effect 

saturates when the glide dislocation-obstacle or glide dislocation-prisrnatic 

loop interaction stresses are no longer screened by the long-range stresses 

of the loop arrays; Ashby estirnates the limiting strain to be of the order of 
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A3. 	 H.csuJts 

To test the pruiic"cions of the Fisher ct AJ. rnoclcl developed 1n 

/\ ")Section .J.. ~L... ' 

la1neJlar 	pcarbte n:1m:p!-i1.ogjes \.vas re-aralyseJ. lvfost o:f i.:h12 rnatc:1 ; :11::: 

(' ~ I .. ) "' () --"""'\ 

were as rn1Jcd (A. R. ), hui: sorne were no11naJ.i;-,cc1 1or one 11our c:;.t .tL'.10 J' 

. 7 ·)o ,01.~01. ,_.l. l1 	 - • All hac1 fine grajn si;.;;es and approx:isnatcly s)1111Jar carbon 

sir,all all.uy acl-::iLuns. For further details on the cxperi1rier:2a1 arrangcrnent 

cUd cc.!t<-.Llyses of tl,(; 1T12.terials, tl1e reader is referred to Jarniu;on and 

-r-· , , _, r1 ,....,-'.)
doou \J; 11. 

Tlic c.L:::t.a was originaHy acquired i1~ the forn1 of a ratin 

"" l. 
1 
.!. 

_.,.,. 
L l 

..... .!. -~ - ,..... ..... 
............ l.. .._.,_, ....... 

...... .L .j__ ,_ - ..... J_ -~ ,.., : -
...., ,,_, '--"".1-.1..J 

'( = 0. 2% offset yield stress in reversed strain
2 

terrn.ed H:e Bauschinger Effect J:'acior (I3EF). The saturatjon of the effect 

\v:th increased prc-·strain is shO\C\':n in Figure Al, for plain carbon (P. C.) 

and Vanadiurn. (V) steels, and in Niobirnn (Nb) steels in Figure A2. 

Saturation occurs arour1d prestrains of O. 02. 

The product of the BEI<' and the original flow stress was plotted 

as the uncorrected hardening stress versus the volu1ne fraction of second 

phase (ceincntite) calculated .frorn. cquilibriurn concentrations, to the 

I10\~ 1 e J. :: /-,
- "' - -~ 	 ~ Figure A3 shnws the results for P. C. and V steels, and Figure"v • 

A4 resu1ts fm· Nb and V steels. The vanadiurn HSLA steel data fits best 

with the other HSLA Nb steel data, as the points for this alloy (shO\vn in 

parentheses) j_ndicated. Each line is shown for a constant initial pre-strain y. 

Reasonable linearity is obtained, considering that the data is 

not corrected for hardeni11g in the pure rnaterial. The hardening stresses 

quoted are double their true values, as can be seen fronl. equation (1) of 

http:terrn.ed
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S cc ti on .r\~:, 

The data of Ilofi and .F:irschcr (19S8) w:u; sirnilady r ea.11c1ly·E eel 

-,~; "l'l'" Ar - 1·] ·l'· oj" '11<• ]1·'.J1·cle:--1'r1.,. "''t-J'•~"'" ·v··c ·[
3 /z ,,.and in -~·· .~.h ,t e J ._._:_ .... J .l l- . Li : . .c~. -~J. L .. L ,_, .. ....:_ ....... ~"\ "'.. . J L..I 


of poir;ts us ed. 

A4.. Discuss ion an cl Conclusions 

At low c.cpplied strainc; the rr1odc:l of Fisbcr et AL appears i;r) 

provide a reasonable description of the Ba:uschin~~e:r eEfc~ct in h:nns of the 

accur:nul<1tion of dislocations at particles of a second phase, produc:ing 

kine1T1atica1ly reversib]e stress field:c: whid1 assi~d; reversed flow. Beyond 

the linfrls of strain acceptable for thic; si1nplc rncde1, the effect s ah1i·atcs as 

s econda1·y slip sys terns b ecorne activzttcd at the:'. particle rnatrix :l11terfaces. 

The n10del has been crudely applied in •;;.;Lat is cs s entiu.Hy a 

prelirninary investigation. The distribution of the seccmd phase in a 

pearlitic steel is son1.\vhat ren10te frorn the idealized distribuEon of the 

inodel. It would appear that the inanner oJ accuffmlation of dis locations at 

the interface is the important process, so that providing the sp;1cing of 

s ccond phase particles is sufficiently sir1all for the gradients of strain at 

each interface to overlap and contribute to low an1.plitude reversibility of 

disloc<:>tion motion little effect of interparti•:'.le spacing is to be expected as 

observed by Janiche et Al. (1.oc. cit.}. Spheroidized structures, approaching 

the j deal distribution rnor e clos cly, should show strain limits at saturation 

corresponding to the theoretical lirnit for activation of secondary slip, if 

the particles arc completely incoherent. Milligan and Koo (loc. cit.) found 

that the linear relationship of the obs ervcd hardening stress to that predicted 

by the Fisher ct Al. model held up to pre-strains of 4%, suggesting that 

dislocation accun1ulation is 1nore jdeal in sphcroidized structures. 

http:interparti�:'.le
http:entiu.Hy
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3/2
Measur~~incnts of the grcLdicmts of tbc plots of '\: Vf; fH . 

6 () 
gave values of C from 5 x lO to 8. 5 x 10- p. s. i., and the g:cadie:::.1ts of 

the BET' s2turation curves at Yarjous ::;trains gave suitable values oJ 

the Lardening :o:;trcsscs, showing tlwt the phy~iical baroi:-:; of the nl.odel is 

quite curn>i~>tenL The Jnagnitnde of the observed back stress er; :is of the 

order of 2S% of the flo\v stress at inost; tbe calculations of thr~ f:trer>s 

fields cf various ideal dislocation pile-ups, made by Mitchell (1964) 

suggest that a suitable internal stress field of thi~; rn.agnituclc could be 

exerted over distances twice as large as the dirn.ensions of pjJe-up~'. in 

the prinl.ary plane. Secondary slip systerns could only be activated in 

regions of dilncnsions about half those of the pile-up. Obstacles in general 

are better rep res c:;.1ted as providing a resistance to further slip which varies 

with the distance fr onl. it, than as unsurmountable obstacles, as in the long-

range sh es s theory of the Stuttgart school; this type of description :is well 

suited to an explanation of the saturation of the Baus chinger effect in general. 
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